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The Secret History of the International Court of Justice
VII

The third International Court of Justice trial over the suspect 

VIII

17 May – 5 June, 2016

RESUME

The following reconstructs the Secret Society women’s operations against the suspect and 
the associated International Court of Justice trial from 17 May to 5 June, 2016.

This is a revision of the original “The third ICJ trial over the suspect, VIII”, originally 
composed in March and April, 2017. The original version, with the file name 
“prelude_h_2j.pdf” (last dated 09.07.2017), can still be found in the same folder.

The Secret Society women consist of (as of June 2016): ANG (Angelina Le Beau Visage: 
G), KRN (Kiersten: J), SDW (Maura: M), the German Lady (Karin/ Carine: K), and Dr P 
(Petterson). With auxiliary, and occasional, members like Dina B, VJ, the female victims of
the suspect’s vandalism (PD, JW, DRCRR, and others), etc.

Now a brief summary of the course of events during this period. On 17 May, getting 
instruction from Homeland Security, the Secret Society women try to save the ICJ trial by 
appealing to Microsoft two times demanding that the suspect’s forum postings and writings
be excluded from Bing’s search results on ground of harassment and plagiarism. No use. 
Meanwhile the women continue to concoct new stories about the suspect’s plagiarism. 
Then, for three days, their operations become intermittent. On 18 May they take a break 
between 11 AM and 7 PM, and then after 10 PM; on 19 May they take a long break 
between 2 PM and 1 AM; and then, on 20 May, they take a long break between 12 and 7:30
PM, and then between 8 PM and 2:30 AM. For these three days, they are revising their 
story about the suspect’s plagiarism and taking long breaks to conference and brainstorm. 
On 21 May, the Secret Society women also stop operation after 12 PM, but this may be due
to their being busy analyzing the suspect’s conversation with W which occurs in the 
afternoon that day. It would seem that these four days of inactivity are due to the fact that, 
because the Secret Service’s debunking from 12 May onward is so deadly, the Homeland 
Security warning about the suspect is almost dismissed again in the days between 17 and 
21 May. In any case, the suspect’s conversation with W on 21 May seems to have saved the
Russians’ (and so the Secret Society women’s) case again. From 22 May onward, the Secret
Society women, receiving instruction from Homeland Security to resume reporting, are 
once again debating with the Secret Service about whether the suspect has plagiarized and 
stolen other people’s artworks. Then, from 24 to 26 May, the women begin concentrating 
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on reporting the suspect for suffering dangerous delusions about their going after him. For 
this purpose they repeatedly send volunteers to falsely report on the suspect’s new thread 
about them on the Bluehost forum. This seems to follow upon a Partisan’s report on 1 AM, 
24 May, saying that the suspect has expressed severe delusions about Marine’s family on 
his website. But the Secret Service again denies the validity of the Homeland Security 
warning saying the suspect didn’t plagiarize. Thus, on 27 May, the Secret Society women 
again instruct their volunteer to forge evidences of the suspect’s plagiarism (to create a 
plagiarized version of the suspect’s chapters). On 28 May, they continue to be busy with the
suspect’s supposed plagiarism. No activities on 29 May after 10:30 AM, and virtually no 
activities for the whole day on 31 May. Meanwhile, the suspect’s conversation with W on 
30 May may have provided more evidences for the Russian side to temporarily lock up the 
previous ICJ trial. (W’s mumble-jumble.) On 1 and 2 June, acting on the shocking news 
about the UCLA shooting, the Secret Society women seem to have concocted a new story 
on the basis of the suspect’s Bluehost forum postings saying that, because he suffers from 
bizarre delusions about their going after him, he is very dangerous to them and that his 
website should therefore be banned. No use. Meanwhile, the suspect has connected up with
“Jagger” from the Trump campaign and agreed to volunteer for canvassing on 4 June. It 
appears that the Trump campaign, while immediately contacting the Secret Society women 
under the Russians’ encouragement, then becomes obliged by the Secret Service to help 
them gather more evidences on these women’s tactics, and that the women, not knowing 
they are being set up, get very excited. On the morning of 4 June, they get their Seattle 
volunteer to report to the Trump campaign about those bizarre delusions which the suspect 
has expressed on his website to harass them plus his misogynist ideology which has 
motivated him to conduct hate crimes against white women. They then gather their 
volunteers together and instruct them to tell the Trump campaign about all the intellectual 
property rights violations which the suspect has supposedly committed on his website, 
hoping that the Trump campaign will perform the magic of persuading the Secret Service to
validate the Homeland Security warning and suppress the suspect’s website. Meanwhile, 
the Secret Service, by encouraging the Trump campaign to allow the suspect to volunteer 
and to receive the women’s complaints, has merely demonstrated to the campaign manager 
that the suspect isn’t a danger to Trump and that these women are pure bullshit and should 
never be believed. Together with the suspect’s conversation with W on that day, all this is 
the CIA’s evidence in the ICJ to debunk the evidences which the Russian side has brought 
in since 21 May. The Russian intelligence SVR thus continues to have to worry that the 
CIA might soon reactivate the previous ICJ trial.

A special note: the German Lady has stopped scheduling meetups for her Any Language 
and Culture group for the entire months of May, June, and July. This is indication for the 
tremendous frustration which the Secret Society women are experiencing with the Secret 
Service. 

Another note also about the status of Homeland Security’s clandestine operation unit. As it 
continues to remain under Russian command, one of the reasons why the Russians have 
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played tricks to get China and Frauke’s AfD to become party to the current ICJ trial must 
be that, in this way, they can also share “in the spoil”, i.e. plunder Homeland Security’s 
“secret box” to see what dirty secrets they are hiding in regard to all these parties. It’s 
probably the case that the Russians can’t simply take the “secret box” to the United Nations
and dump out all the dirts in it in front of everybody. 

17 May (Tuesday; Microsoft; 9:0:1)

First, let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up 9:30 AM or so (the apartment complex). No security 
guards this morning. Starbucks. Log. He calls the Goethe Institute of New York to ask about TestDaf. 
He then calls Detective Glorioso’s number, but there is no response. 12 PM, he eats at the Sushi 
restaurant. Then, 12:40 PM, he’s on the bus going to downtown. He skips over key duplication. 
Storage. He picks up his jeans and Asus and goes to Starbucks. He fixes the “Syrian scandal”, and then 
MST in the restroom. He comes back to the storage. He fixes his DVDs. He leaves, almost 5 PM. He is 
feeling very depressed: he can’t get closure over the gang-stalking business. Starbucks, Vermont/ 
Prospect. He does the log and then writes. Past 7 PM, he’s going to the Forum. Angela has come back 
from Poland. He leaves some time past 8 PM.

Now let’s consider the Secret Society women’s operation. 5:11 AM, they send a first volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: Maxis Communications, Kuala Lumpur,

113.210.53.7 - - [17/May/2016:06:11:57 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 297908
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1"

They have just looked up this image yesterday, less than 24 hours ago. (16, 15, and 12 May.)

6:45 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Brossard, 
Quebec,

70.50.155.225 - - [17/May/2016:07:45:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have also just looked up this image yesterday and the day before (16 and 15 May). 

9:14 AM, a very special visitor: Microsoft Corporation, Bellevue, Washington,

131.107.159.208 - - [17/May/2016:10:14:44 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
136635 "http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-
annoying-problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 
Edge/13.10586"
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Evidently, it’s not just because the Secret Society women’s case is already dead with the Secret Service,
but also because the CIA has brought into the ICJ the Secret Service’s debunking as evidence, that the 
Russians are commanding Homeland Security to instruct the women to do something to generate the 
right evidences for them. Namely, in order to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial. The women 
thus complain to Microsoft saying that the suspect’s forum postings constitute harassment and 
requesting that they remove these forum postings from Bing’s search results. (For this purpose, the 
women will have submitted to Microsoft Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect, which they 
can again pass around because the ICJ trial has been “revived”.) Bluehost didn’t take actions on 13 
May, and now the Secret Society women want Microsoft to take action. If Microsoft takes action, it 
will be evidence in the ICJ in favor of the Russian side – that there might some truth in Homeland 
Security’s garbage about the suspect after all so that the previous ICJ trial should remain locked up and 
the conviction of Homeland Security CO chief and NULND be preserved as it is.

11:12 AM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
tele2adsl.dk, Dragor, Denmark,

83.74.53.98 - - [17/May/2016:12:12:37 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.94 Safari/537.36" 
83.74.53.98 - - [17/May/2016:12:12:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.94 Safari/537.36"

They have just sent the Long Keng volunteer to look up this page on 12 May. 

11:40 AM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: klfree.cz, 
Kladno, Czech Republic,

81.201.48.27 - - [17/May/2016:12:40:44 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"https://www.google.cz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

You recall that this image is included in the Berlin Plagiarizer’s false reporting on 12 May. Perhaps the 
purpose of this visit is to fix the Berlin Plagiarizer’s evidence in response to the Secret Service’s 
debunking? 11:42 AM, the Kladno volunteer looks at biopower2.jpg.

81.201.48.27 - - [17/May/2016:12:42:42 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 "https://
www.google.cz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women have just fixed their story about this image yesterday. And it is also part of 
the Berlin Plagiarizer’s plagiarizing on 12 May. 
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1:57 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cable.virginm.net, Coventry, UK,

81.98.97.11 - - [17/May/2016:14:57:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html HTTP/1.1" 
200 11832 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

They have looked up capra222.html on 14 May, but haven’t looked up this chapter since a long time 
ago. 

2:50 PM, it’s the same Drake Holdings (Microsoft) person, last seen on 5 May, 7:07 PM.

204.79.180.50 - - [17/May/2016:15:50:13 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25404 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=what+are+the+strength+on+works+of+michel+foucault+in+medical+sociology&form=MSNH14&s
c=8-4&sp=-1&qs=n&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0;  
Trident/5.0)"

Recall the 5 May visit:

204.79.180.57 - - [05/May/2016:20:07:16 -0600] "GET /sufferingwoman/sufferingwomand.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 417881 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=american+suffering+woman&form=MSNH14&sc=8-4&sp=-1&qs=n&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0;  Trident/5.0)"

Then compare this with the same search on 14 May:

213.55.83.154 - - [14/May/2016:13:08:53 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
56453 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=what+are+the+strength+on+works+of+michel+foucault+in+medical+sociology&qs=n&pq=what+ar
e+the+stregth+on+works+of+michel+foucault+in+medical+sociology&sc=0-69&sp=-
1&sk=&cvid=6AF6CD2C86A7404EA5CD6164C51C52AC&first=211&FORM=PORE" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; InfoPath.2)"

Clearly, because the 9:14 AM Microsoft personnel didn’t take action, the Secret Society women, more 
than 5 hours later, must try again. They are now telling the other Microsoft division – to which they 
have always been complaining and with which they are more familiar – about the suspect’s misogynist 
ideology and plagiarism. Should such devilish hate ideology, which has motivated the suspect to 
conduct hate crimes against white women, be included in Bing’s search results? Nevertheless, 
Microsoft – alerted by the law enforcement warnings about these women – will not take actions.
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4:26 PM, the Secret Society women send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
fibertel.com.ar, Vicente Lopez, Argentina,

181.169.86.250 - - [17/May/2016:17:26:54 -0600] "GET /1/obcell1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 38281 "https://
www.google.com.ar" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/46.0"

This image is also part of the Berlin Plagiarizer’s plagiarizing on midnight, 13 May. It would seem that,
today, the Secret Society women have a focus on fixing the Berlin Plagiarizer’s evidences. 

5:02 PM, the Secret Society women send the seventh volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cable.rogers.com, Ottawa, Ontario,

99.241.95.124 - - [17/May/2016:18:02:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 55948 "https://www.google.fr" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

They haven’t looked up this chapter since a long time ago. 5:06 PM, merely four minutes later, this 
Ottawa volunteer looks up fundamentalism1.htm,

99.241.95.124 - - [17/May/2016:18:06:33 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 55195 "https://www.google.fr" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

They also haven’t looked up this chapter since a long time ago. The Secret Society women are probably
devising new stories about the suspect’s plagiarism.

7:34 PM, the Secret Society women send the eighth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: fuse.net, 
Cincinnati, Ohio,

74.83.2.251 - - [17/May/2016:20:34:19 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1" 

They have last looked up this image on 12, 11, and 8 May. 12 seconds later, he also looks up acad.html,
the webpage in which the image is embedded:

74.83.2.251 - - [17/May/2016:20:34:31 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1" 
74.83.2.251 - - [17/May/2016:20:34:31 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/acad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1"
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Concocting new stories about the suspect’s plagiarism. 

11:11 PM, the suspect posts a new message on Bluehost forum.

It appears that the group of women are also currently making false complaints to various 
search engines about my website, trying to persuade them to take my site off certain search 
results, saying my site is full of plagiarized materials and misogynist and racist rambling, 
etc. 

This is sort of correct. But the purpose is of course to provide evidences to International Court of 
Justice. 

11:30 PM, the Secret Society women send the ninth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Telstra, 
Caloundra, Queensland,

101.162.164.194 - - [18/May/2016:00:30:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai50.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12285 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_5) AppleWebKit/601.6.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.1 Safari/601.6.17"

They have looked up yixuai455.html on 12 May and yixuai.html on 25 April. But not this one in the 
past month. 

12:10 AM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer of the day to the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: mobile.3.dk, Copenhagen, Denmark,

109.57.18.156 - - [18/May/2016:01:10:30 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is page 1, so that they wouldn’t yet know about the suspect’s new message from an hour ago.

In summary, the Secret Society women have done two things today: (1) trying to enter into the ICJ 
favorable evidences such as when Microsoft excludes from search results the suspect’s essays and 
forum postings; and (2) revising their story about the suspect’s plagiarism, evidently for the Secret 
Service. They have no success.

18 May (Wednesday; the women busy between 11 AM and 7 PM, then after 10 PM; 5:0:5)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up early because of the security guards. He changes to his 
spot by Denny’s. Then he wakes up again, almost 10:30 AM. Starbucks. Log. He calls the Goethe 
Institute in New York to ask about TestDaf. Past 12 PM, he is on bus 6. Thai restaurant. Then, Edelman.
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He fills out all the Section 8 papers (Armine). He leaves, past 3 PM. He duplicates his storage unit key. 
Starbucks, SM/ Sepulveda. Log, videos. 5:30 PM, he is on bus 4 going to Limited Ink. Draw Anything 
LA Meetup. He leaves, past 10 PM. He comes back to Starbucks, Westwood, 11:45 PM. Past midnight, 
he sleeps by the apartment complex.

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operation. 7:33 AM, they send the first volunteer of the 
day to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: hsd1.va.comcast.net, Alexandria, Virginia,

76.100.131.156 - - [18/May/2016:08:33:08 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

8:15 AM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Bouygues 
Telecom, Grigny, France, 

80.215.128.139 - - [18/May/2016:09:15:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih110.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 169274 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1" 

This volunteer could very well be a Partisan. The Secret Society gang has last looked up specifically 
this image on 5 May. But similar images on 15 May. 42 seconds later, the volunteer looks up the 
chapter itself:

80.215.128.139 - - [18/May/2016:09:16:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10222 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1" 

Probably just brainstorming how to make more credible false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. 

8:57 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: American 
University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates,

194.170.173.252 - - [18/May/2016:09:57:56 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 
"https://www.google.ae/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have of course just looked up this image yesterday. Plagiarism

9:54 AM, a Partisan comes to look at “Comment...”: fbx.proxad.net, Le Crest, France,

88.188.202.53 - - [18/May/2016:10:54:41 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "http://www.partisansmarine.com/t25253-comment-le-monde-comprendra-le-
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fn" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/49.0.2623.112 Safari/537.36"

11:04 AM, the second volunteer of the day comes to look at the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost 
forum: Navega Com, Guatemala City, Guatemala,

190.111.24.189 - - [18/May/2016:12:04:22 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women will now take a long break lasting almost 8 hours. What’s going on? 
Conferencing? Brainstorming? Are they driving out to meet each other?

Finally, 6:53 PM, they resume operation and send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
National University Corporation, Ehime University, Japan,

133.71.46.103 - - [18/May/2016:19:53:27 -0600] "GET /1/trnaribozyme.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 30134 
"https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 16 May. And recall that this image was part of the Berlin 
Plagiarizer’s work. First a student from American University of Sharjah, then another student from 
Ehime University. It seems that the Secret Society women are again employing university students to 
make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism in order increase their credibility. 

7:13 PM, the third volunteer of the day comes to look at the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: 
cpe.pppoe.ca, Ajax, Ontario,

65.110.220.211 - - [18/May/2016:20:13:49 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0)
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

7:21 PM, he comes to page 2. 

65.110.220.211 - - [18/May/2016:20:21:09 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women/page2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

8:21 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: dsl.bell.ca, 
Toronto, Ontario,
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69.159.60.88 - - [18/May/2016:21:21:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hierarchyofneeds.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 73405 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have last looked up this image on 16 May. Still revising their story about the suspect’s plagiarism 
– or brainstorming for new stories.

8:25 PM, a fourth person of the day comes to look at the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: 
lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net, San Marcos, California,

99.91.152.76 - - [18/May/2016:21:25:40 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.11; 
rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0"

We really have to wonder whether this is SDW herself. The last time we have caught sight of her was 
13 December, 2014 (adsl-75-36-37-145.dsl.sndg02.sbcglobal.net):

75.36.37.145 - - [13/Dec/2014:18:25:13 -0700] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:4qexSe2TcCUJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/page/
10/+&cd=9&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=safari" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) 
AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25" 

It’s quite possible that SDW has, in the past year, upgraded her AT&T service from DSL to Lightspeed 
and updated her OS from 10.8 to 10.11. Even if it’s not she, it’s definitely somebody related to her. 

The suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum has been visited four times today! And it’s not yet over. 
The Secret Society women are either showing people around or mobilizing their volunteers to convince
Microsoft to remove these postings from Bing’s search results. Needless to say, the suspect’s 
identification of the Baltimore Lawyer continues to gnaw at SDW.

9:08 PM, a fifth volunteer of the day comes to look at the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: 
cl.ri.cox.net, Lakewood, Ohio, 

70.191.115.41 - - [18/May/2016:22:08:32 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women&p=225138" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is page 2. This volunteer would be the first person to see the suspect’s latest message (search 
engines).
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9:51 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cable.virginm.net, Northampton, UK.

86.17.223.178 - - [18/May/2016:22:51:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13C75 Safari/601.1"

They have just looked up this image yesterday morning. The Secret Society women will now take a 9 
hour break. This is unusual: they are used to working throughout the night (perhaps with Ekaterina 
leading after everyone in the US has gone to sleep). A lot to brainstorm about, perhaps, given their 
impasse with the Secret Service immediately after their case is reopened.

11:41 PM, the log is archived.

19 May (Thursday; break from 2 PM to 1 AM; 3:0:1)

First, let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up early, thanks to the security guard. He changes to his spot 
by Denny’s. He then wakes up on 10:30 AM. Starbucks. Log. Then, he goes to the West LA police 
station. Detective Glorioso has been transferred. He obtains her email address. Hot dog, at 711. 1 PM, 
he’s waiting for the bus. Bus 1. He has come back to Wilshire. On bus 20 going to downtown. He 
arrives in Chrysalis, 3:15 PM. He is late for his appointment with Tanisha. He cries. Finally Tanisha 
agrees to meet with him. He discusses the issue about Detective Glorioso with Tanisha. He leaves on 
3:30 PM. Starbucks. He works on an email to Detective Glorioso until 5 PM. The email goes: 

Dear Detective Glorioso,

My name is Lawrence Chin. You have handled my vandalism case May last year, Booking 
No 4323902, DR NO 15-0808926. As you may know, my case has been settled in court on 
December 29 last year (SA090404). But the witness in the case, Ms [Angelina Le Beau 
Visage] and her friends, seem to have continued to harass me online, with the goal of 
banning my website.

I suspect that Ms [Beau Visage’s] friends have been impersonating me online posting both 
bizarre and obscene messages about themselves on social networking sites, in order to be 
able to go to authorities to falsely report me as posting these messages to harass them and 
then ask the authorities in question to ban my website. Here is one example:

On January 20 this year, this woman, Kiersten Johnson [i.e. KRN], whom I suspect to have 
been in constant contact with Ms [Beau Visage] since 2013 and who seems to have 
participated in my identification in my vandalism case around May 4 last year, has written 
this slandering and obscene review about herself at datingpsychos.com: 
http://datingpsychos.com/psycho/20148/Kiersten-Johnson. I believe she has written it with 
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the specific intent of blaming it on me. I believe that, the next day, January 21, Ms Johnson 
and Ms [Beau Visage] then went to an authority with this posting as evidence, together with
other evidences which they had themselves forged about my website, to falsely report me 
[for] posting slandering and obscene messages online to slander them. They were then able 
to obtain an order from the authority in question to ban my website. I was not notified at 
the time, and only noticed that my website was all of a sudden banned. I have tried to 
investigate which authority they have falsely reported me to. My public defenders told me 
it’s not possible for them to meet with the judge of my vandalism case to obtain such order. 
I need to inquire if they have gone to you, Detective Glorioso, to obtain this order to ban 
my website.

Other examples:

This woman in Switzerland, “Francesca”, seems to be an online friend of Ms Johnson and 
Ms [Beau Visage]. She frequently copied my old messages on other online forums onto her 
own Facebook page, in order to cause people to believe falsely that I have been 
impersonating a blond hair woman online. On January 27 this year, she copied onto her 
Facebook two messages I had posted on an online forum in July 2014: 
https://www.facebook.com/FrancescaThe1/posts/1266306746731997 and 
https://www.facebook.com/FrancescaThe1/posts/1266285436734128. I believe that she did
so under the instruction of Ms [Beau Visage] and her associates. Apparently, the order 
which Ms [Beau Visage] and her associates have obtained on January 21 only banned my 
website inside California. It therefore seems that, by January 27, they were trying to forge 
more evidences about how I was impersonating a blond hair woman online to post 
messages to slander them, so that they could convince another law enforcement authority to
ban my website globally.

Please Detective Glorioso, confirm or deny whether the witness Ms [Beau Visage] and her 
associates have come to you on January 21 to obtain an order to ban my website. If they 
have come to you about my website, please Detective Glorioso investigate their claims. 
Don’t just believe anything they say.   

Please Detective Glorioso excuse me if there are any errors in the above information I have
provided you. I am trying to provide you with the most accurate information to my 
knowledge. 

Thank you very much.

The suspect then comes back to Chrysalis. Dinner. Men’s group. A “Joseph” is leading the group, a 
very spirited gay person. The suspect leaves, 6:50 PM. He comes to Culver City for the Spanish 
meetup. Not interesting. He leaves, 9 PM. Starbucks. Then, past 9:30 PM, he is on bus 33 going to 
Venice. He finally comes back to Starbucks, Westwood. He works on “Poisonous Friends, II” until 2 
AM.
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Next let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operations. After a long break, 8:52 AM, the first 
volunteer comes to look at the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: hfma-nca.org, Norcross or 
Powder Spring, Georgia,

12.12.249.200 - - [19/May/2016:09:52:06 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 

This volunteer seems to be an employee at the Healthcare Financial Management Association. Three 
minutes later, he looks up page 2:

12.12.249.200 - - [19/May/2016:09:55:06 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women/page2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is the sixth volunteer since yesterday.

1:58 PM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Talk Talk, 
Cleator Moor, UK,

92.18.170.238 - - [19/May/2016:14:58:28 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 344778 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 Safari/537.36"

They haven’t looked up this image since a long time ago. Fixing their story about how the suspect has 
stolen Oliver’s painting. The Secret Society women will refrain from operations in the next 11 hours. 
Just as they were on a long break yesterday afternoon, so they are taking a long break today in the 
afternoon. Conferencing? Brainstorming? This is a sign that they are frustrated with their impasse with 
the Secret Service and with Internet companies like Bluehost or Microsoft. 

11:58 PM, the log is archived.

1:12 AM, the Secret Society women have resumed operation and send the second volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: Bharti Broadband, MVJ Medical College and Res, Bengaluru, India,

182.74.149.210 - - [20/May/2016:02:12:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102557 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The last time they have looked up this image is 6 May. Plagiarism. 
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3:24 AM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
ed.lgbtyouth.org.uk, Rochester, UK. This seems to be LGBT Youth Scotland. 

94.185.236.97 - - [20/May/2016:04:24:19 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 17 May.

20 May (Friday; 5:0:0)

First, let’s consider the suspect. He is awakened by the security guard. He changes to his spot by 
Denny’s. He wakes up 10:30 AM or so. Starbucks. Very depressed. Kinkos, bank statements. Social 
Security Administration. He obtains his SSI letter. His birthdate is incorrect in the Social Security 
Administration’s database (1989). Has this been taken into the ICJ as evidence? At Edelman, he 
delivers the papers. Then he comes back to Westwood. El Pollo Loco. Then, Elysee. He is there all 
night until midnight. Ortega, “The Mission of University”. He studies for TestDaf. He goes to sleep 
(the apartment complex) around 12:30 AM or so.

We have to suspect that it is the Russians who have commanded Homeland Security to change the 
suspect’s DOB from 1969 to 1989 in the Social Security Administration’s database. The suspect will 
repeatedly encounter this problem in the next 5 years: whenever he changes the DOB back to 1969, the 
Social Security Administration will change it to 1989 again. The Russians’ motivation is evidently to 
produce evidence for the ICJ indicating that the suspect indeed frequently impersonates or uses false 
identities, which evidence can then enable them to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operations. 8:31 AM, they send the first volunteer to the
suspect’s new domain: kya.res.rr.com, Erlanger, Kentucky,

96.28.1.15 - - [20/May/2016:09:31:03 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/nostratic2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 42602 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They last looked up the non-existent version on 11 May and the existent version on 3 May. 

11:18 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
dynamic.ttnet.com.tr, Izmir, Turkey,

78.179.210.88 - - [20/May/2016:12:18:54 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/quantummechanics.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 28519 "https://www.google.com.tr/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 
Safari/537.36"
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They have not looked up this chapter since a long time ago (not since March). 

11:44 AM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Wi-Tribe 
Pakistan, Lahore, Pakistan,

175.110.31.124 - - [20/May/2016:12:44:36 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image 8 hours ago. 

The Secret Society women then take an 8 hour break. 7:40 PM, they resume operation and send the 
fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Optus Internet, Erskine, Australia, 

49.191.134.216 - - [20/May/2016:20:40:22 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
297908 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586"

They have just looked up this image on 17 May. The Secret Society women then take another 7 hour 
break.

12:12 AM, the log is archived.

2:38 AM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
btcentralplus.com, Evesham, UK,
 
86.164.127.208 - - [21/May/2016:03:38:11 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/meson.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19168 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They last looked up this image on 30 and 20 April.  

In summary, this is the third day that the Secret Society women are taking long breaks during 
operation. On 18 May they took a break between 11 AM and 7 PM, then after 10 PM; on 19 May they 
took a long break between 2 PM and 1 AM; then, today, they take a long break between 12 and 7:30 
PM, then between 8 PM and 2:30 AM. They are revising their story about the suspect’s plagiarism and 
taking long breaks to conference and brainstorm. 

21 May (Saturday; W; inactivity after 12 PM)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up almost 12 PM. No security guards. Starbucks. 12 PM, the 
clock has disappeared from his Ubuntu desktop. He reviews W’s 29/01/2016 “oracle”, just after 
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rethinking and comparing the 29/05/2012 “oracle” about the “secret society”... 12:56 PM, he calls W. 
W answers it. Here are the details of the conversation: (1) W picks up the call only after his answering 
machine has started recording. W insists that he has unplugged it. A debate ensues: how did the Secret 
Society women get access to their conversations? W insists that they got it from the suspect’s archive, 
and that they have a “chip” inside his recorder. The suspect is annoyed by this same bullshit – clearly 
it’s the Russians who have commanded Homeland Security to order W to suggest this nonsense to the 
suspect again: the intercept of this conversation will be so distorted before being taken to the ICJ as 
evidence that it will suggest instead that it’s the suspect who has confessed that the Secret Society 
women have inserted a microchip inside his recorder: to confirm Homeland Security’s false warning 
about him as suffering from schizophrenic delusions about his women victims’ going after him. When 
the suspect protests it, W explains: “This is more likely than the chip inside your brain!” Is W now 
producing evidence for the Russians suggesting that the suspect is completely delusional about there 
being chips planted in his brain? The suspect continues to protest out of frustration: “They didn’t insert 
chips inside my brain, it’s Homeland Security...” (2) The suspect then complains: “ANG has already 
spent two million dollars on me... ANG needs to pay for the lawyers and the private investigators... And
you deny that you secretly work for the Secret Society women...” (3) The suspect then asks W about his
past oracle, the one about Larabee, the “assistant chief of control”. Then about W’s 07/10/2012 oracle. 
W objects: “I was just speculating, there were no oracles....” W might be objecting also per Homeland 
Security’s order. Namely, the Russians could use the suspect’s insistence on some “oracles” as evidence
for his suffering from paranoid schizophrenia: “His friend was just speculating, and yet he mistook him
for being prophetic...” The suspect ignores W’s disavowal and professes to have figured out the 
additional meaning in that oracle: “The person who was supposed to find him” referred to Ekaterina, 
and this, together with his speculations about Ekaterina, were merely meant to be taken backward in 
time to be pasted somewhere in the evidentiary record of the previous ICJ trial. Except that Ekaterina is
never going to show up, for the oracle refers to a non-existent past event! Pretty good! But, for the 
Russians, merely more evidence that the suspect has indeed developed delusions about Russia’s First 
Daughter. The suspect then wonders whether it is the same with “Born Again American”: probably a 
reference to a non-existent past event. W: “Clever, clever...” The suspect continues: all this will then 
become justification for orchestrating the current ICJ trial. Perhaps! W suddenly interjects his nonsense
again: “What would you say about Dr Huxtable...” The suspect is annoyed: “You are just being 
sarcastic... I must not pay attention to any of your oracles anymore, they don’t tell me anything about 
the present or the future...” W: “It’s a non-existent future event...” The suspect: “Then it’s worse, 
anybody can do that...” W: “All future events are non-existent, since they don’t exist in the present...” 
The suspect: “All oracles are disappointing, the event exists only in the evidentiary record of the 
previous ICJ trial, and has never actually happened...” W insists again: “You went too far, for, when I 
speculate, it’s not oracles…” W is simply trying hide the fact that, when he makes his “oracles”, it is 
somebody else (the Invisible Hand) who has instructed him to do it. The suspect retorts: “Whenever 
you give an oracle, you will afterward deny it.... There is in fact nobody else like me, there is nobody 
else who is a piece of the puzzle...” W: “If I deny it now, will I affirm it in the future?” (4) The suspect 
complains: “I’m sick of the Secret Society women’s gang-stalking, I never have any evidence...” W: 
“Maybe you should stop listening to these tapes, maybe you should destroy them...” The suspect refers 
to the operations in the past few days: “The Secret Society women don’t come to my website anymore, 
they send only decoys... I wrote about their Baltimore Lawyer in an online forum, they are apparently 
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very disturbed by that, and so they don’t come anymore, they haven’t come to my website for three 
days... It’s all because I’m not supposed to have evidences for anything...” The suspect is increasingly 
upset: “I’m upset, I have just figured out the meaning of your oracles, and now you deny it....” W 
retorts: “Am I in a court of law...? I did not give you permission to record me...” Then he elaborates: 
“It’s like those ‘backward oracles’... It’s like ‘Star Wars’: if you don’t know the story, you’ll think it 
happens in the future, but it’s actually in the past...” The suspect elaborates: “Since it’s far away, since 
time is relative in any case, you can’t even tell whether it’s in the past or in the future...” (5) The 
suspect then changes the topic: On July 19, he will have to be in New York to take a German language 
test in order to apply for schools in Germany. He plans to meet W in the weekend before that. W is 
going to Brazil in the end of July. The public defender has said that the request which the suspect is 
making is quite common, so that he might be able to go to Germany legally. W: “So how’s your 
German?” The suspect: he only has problems with oral expression. He won’t be applying for schools 
until January next year in any case. The university in Berlin doesn’t have good programs, there is only 
one critical theory professor there, and she also teaches in New School (Jaeggi). W: “So you like 
critical theory... No, you don’t, because Habermas likes liberal democracy...” The suspect explains: “I 
don’t like his political stance, but I do like his theory of communicative actions... I want to work on 
something associated with my circumstances; my problem is that nobody understands me. 
Communicative action is about people communicating with each other and reaching common 
understanding... Nowadays people’s brain has so deteriorated that they can never communicate 
anything complicated, but only clichés... One camp knows only how to call their opponents ‘sexist’ or 
‘racist’, the other camp only knows how to repeat ‘Abortion is wrong’...” The suspect is of course 
reiterating his argument in “Political Correctness as Culture Industry”. W: “That’s de Tocqueville, and 
Emerson has described how language has deteriorated... Words no longer make sense, yet people 
pretend as if they still have meaning...” The suspect: “Just like my essay on political correctness...” W: 
“Emerson’s solution is poetry...” The suspect: “I need to read more, otherwise I will end up merely 
repeating the insights which somebody else has already achieved...” W: “That’s Rousseau, the symbolic
use of words, which also degrades their meanings...” The suspect: “Just like what I’ve said, people are 
no longer capable of using words to describe reality, but know only how to repeat words themselves 
and for their own sake, they can only relate to the words themselves rather than to reality...” W: “What 
does that do for social reality?” The suspect: “People’s conception of social reality is merely constituted
by the words that are currently fashionable rather than referring to any external reality...” W: “That’s 
what Rousseau has said...” (6) The suspect: “I have been so depressed in the past week.... What exactly 
has happened with the current ICJ trial? The Secret Society women’s business has no ending, there will
never be closure....” W suggests that the suspect focus on his study. The suspect narrates his realization 
that the order in January to ban his website in California didn’t come from the judge of his vandalism 
case; then how the public defender has blasted him saying his scenario is completely implausible: “He 
thought me insane, and yet there is no insanity... I merely said the wrong things out of ignorance, but in
my case ignorance has become insanity...” W concurs: “Truth for people who can’t understand it is 
foolishness...” The suspect: “For me everything is insanity: wrong speculation is considered insanity, a 
correct scenario without proofs is insanity, my insanity is anything people don’t agree with and 
anything which doesn’t fit into people’s preconception... It’s all insanity in my case...” The suspect is 
being very insightful here, and is certainly mirroring the CIA’s argument in the ICJ. W: “There are 
always some people who will agree with you, like Trump...” The suspect: “He’s not insane....” W: 
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“What he said is insane, but there are people who will agree with him...” (7) The suspect then laments 
that he has been reconstructing the secret crap going on behind his back for 9 years. Then he pleads to 
W: “You have all the answers I’m seeking... The worst part is that I don’t even know why I’m not 
supposed to know.... The original Chaya’s warning, and Homeland Security’s warning, must have been 
so severe, it must have affirmed me to be a monster of tremendous danger, and that’s why I’m not 
supposed to know about it.... I’m so sick and tired of this life, always seeking some secret knowledge 
which is just ordinary knowledge for other people.…” He has got all this right! The suspect then 
discusses the “oracle” from 29 May, 2012: “a Secret Society of Dogs to set a good example.” If the 
Straussian method for deciphering esoteric messages is applied, then it must mean the opposite: either 
an open society to set a good example or a secret society to set a bad example. “But how can the Secret 
Society women set a bad example when what they do remains a secret? But then it’s not really a secret, 
tens of thousands of people are involved, it’s only a secret for me....” The suspect continues: “I’m 
depressed because I’ll never have answers about them, and they are quite happy with that, I have no 
evidences whatsoever for their gang-stalking.... That’s their secret, even though nobody else gives a 
shit...” There is then mysterious interference on 46:00. He continues: “Now I have two secrets, first 
there is the previous ICJ trial, and now a second one, this law enforcement investigation. This second 
secret is even worse than the first secret. I will always carry these secrets, and will always be regarded 
as insane... The cause of insanity is knowing secrets without having evidences.... The meaning of 
‘insanity’ has changed....” The suspect is indeed correct: people nowadays, and psychiatrists in 
particular, are so incapable of understanding human psychology and thought-processes that the very 
meaning of “insanity” has changed. Nowadays, “insanity” just means “He says something weird” – 
quite a watered down conception. The suspect is now getting very upset – and there is more 
interference. “What’s the noise about? Did I say something important?” Then he discusses the October 
2012 oracle: it’s Ekaterina who has gone inside the control center. Wrong! Then: the last time the 
Secret Society women have cloned his website is a week ago. “And I never know whether I need to 
worry about my copyrights... All the false reports about my plagiarism... I’m the author most widely 
accused of plagiarism in human history... They are planning more, but won’t visit my website about it...
How am I gonna go back to school like this, carrying two big secrets...? It’s all because the Russians 
have let somebody go inside the control center and change the setting of the mind-reading computer... 
Now I have to spend 6 years committing crimes... Just to enable the FN to come to power... I’m not 
interested in them anymore.... For those people who have been orchestrating my life, for the Russians, 
my sacrifice means nothing, they don’t have to feel it, I’m so upset, people can hurt me and nothing 
will happen to them…” Again, the suspect doesn’t yet understand that he isn’t sacrificing for the 
Russians, but for the Invisible Hand. He continues: “I don’t even know if my scenario is correct.…” 
Indeed! Then he says to W: “You are so lucky, there is no secret for you....” W: “I just choose not to 
care...” The suspect continues: “I need to change tactic, I need to become the one who creates secret 
knowledge, then stands by watching other people going insane while seeking it... The Secret Society 
women are so lucky, they are the ones who are creating the secret knowledge, and you are so lucky, you
have seen how the secret knowledge was created... Did you hear anything I say?” As usual, W simply 
garbles up everything the suspect has told him: “I’m so lucky, it’s all secrets...” The suspect: “I want to 
be able to sue the Russian government...” W: “Then find an international lawyer, a lot of them will do 
anything for money...” The suspect: “The Russians, the French, the US...” W: “You’ve got the proof, 
it’s right inside your brain....” The suspect: “It’s a very upsetting therapy session, the therapist is falling 
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asleep...” W: “That’s what happens when it’s free...” The suspect continues to complain about how 
shallow life is nowadays. “Nowadays the only thing which a therapist wants to hear is: I had an 
argument with my wife yesterday; I have problems with friendship... Most people’s life is so simple, 
there is nothing complicated...” W: “That’s why I like my meetings with Sam, we never talk about 
ourselves, but only about the meaning of life, the universe... the hypercube...” The suspect returns to his
perennial concern: “So what has happened with the current ICJ trial? Everyone knows except me...” W:
“Only if I could tell you... But I couldn’t because I don’t know... Even if I knew I couldn’t tell you 
because you can’t know…” While the former is a lie, the latter is right on the mark! That’s the 
conversation for today. It is the beginning of the conversation which the Russians will especially use as 
evidence to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial – given the Secret Society women’s impasse with
the Secret Service: Homeland Security is right about the suspect in that he does harbor delusions about 
his women victims’ going after him (chipping his recorder and his brain) and believe he has something 
to do with Russia’s First Daughter Ekaterina. More on this, below.

Afterwards, the suspect goes to Bru-Coffee. He works there until 8 PM. Then, 711. Skylight. 9:30 PM, 
he is on bus 2 going back to Westwood. Midnight, he is going to sleep (by the apartment complex).

Now let’s review the Secret Society women’s operation. 7:07 AM, “Good Honest” sends a message to 
the suspect via Interpals. (From Gambia.)

It’s not clear whether this is related to the Secret Society women’s operation.
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9:10 AM, after almost a seven hour break, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: bb.sky.com, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire, UK,

94.1.7.206 - - [21/May/2016:10:10:27 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have looked up this image two times yesterday.

10:28 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: T-Mobile
USA, Seattle, Washington. 

172.56.42.83 - - [21/May/2016:11:28:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/appendix.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 10848 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13C75 Safari/601.1"

This is the same person from 5:47 PM, 14 May. He was looking at the same webpage at that time. What
is it about? Brainstorming how to revise their earlier story?

12:22 PM, a Partisan is looking at “Comment…”: fbx.proxad.net, Le Chesnay, France, near Paris,

82.232.200.111 - - [21/May/2016:13:22:40 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "http://www.partisansmarine.com/t25253-comment-le-monde-comprendra-le-
fn" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

Probably brainstorming how to convince the Secret Service that the suspect is indeed a threat to 
Marine.

12:56 PM, the suspect is talking to W.

1:58 PM, the suspect has finished talking to W.

6:24 PM, the suspect emails his address to Derrick. 

There will be no activities from the Secret Society women on the suspect’s website from 12 PM 
onward until 4 AM the next morning. That’s a 16 hour long break! Is it because they have gained 
access to the suspect’s conversation with W and are spending the whole day analyzing it? Since it’s 
certain that the Russians have commanded Homeland Security to bring in the censored version of the 
suspect’s conversation today to the ICJ as evidence – when the suspect’s side of the conversation is 
blacked out, it’s certainly evidence that he is mentally insane believing the Secret Society women have 
chipped his recorder and so on – this is a very likely scenario. They will then be complaining to the 
Secret Service saying they are frightened by the suspect’s severe delusion about their going after him. 
Unless the Secret Society women are simply brainstorming and conferencing for the rest of the day. It’s
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the fourth day that they are inactive for a long period of time. This would seem to indicate that, because
the Secret Service’s debunking on 12 May onward is so deadly, the ICJ trial is almost “dismissed” 
again in the past four days (with the previous ICJ trial being in danger of being reactivated). In any 
case, as said, the suspect’s conversation with W today might have saved the Russians’ (and so the 
Secret Society women’s) case again. 

22 May (Sunday; operation resumed; 10:0:1)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up past 10 AM. No security guard. He immediately gets on 
bus 20 going to downtown. At Normandie and Wilshire. He waits a long time for bus 206. He fails to 
catch the service at St. Sophia; he has only caught up with coffee time. Today, a ceremony with police 
officers is being held in St. Sophia. The suspect sits with Elaine and soon leaves. The Korean 
restaurant. Then, Sabor. He is there until 5 PM. He’s then on Metro going to Culver City. He rides past 
the Culver City station, and then is on the train coming back. At French in Mind, 6:45 PM. Nadine and 
another French guy show up. He then rides the Metro to SM, and then gets on bus 720 to come back to 
Westwood. He works in Starbucks until 12 AM.

Now let’s review the Secret Society women’s operation. Now that the suspect’s conversation with W 
has breathed new life into the Russians’ case in the ICJ, the women receive instruction from Homeland 
Security CO chief to resume reporting to the Secret Service. They will have to try hard convincing the 
Secret Service that the suspect has plagiarized and stolen other people’s artworks. 4:16 AM, they send 
the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: optusnet.com.au, Brisbane, Australia,

58.111.70.222 - - [22/May/2016:05:16:31 -0600] "GET /1/entropy5.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1852 
"https://www.google.com.au" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/46.0"

They have virtually never visited this image before. False testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism.

10:58 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
abo.wanadoo.fr, Paris,

86.242.71.192 - - [22/May/2016:11:58:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/afroasiaticmap.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 47985 "http://images.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fenlightenment1998.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fafroasiaticmap.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A
%2F%2Fenlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fhumandispersal.html&h=391&w=501&tbnid=TjzCiv946FOanM
%3A&docid=JECCdgAqLVSKSM&itg=1&hl=fr&ei=ePJBV7jfJ8fSgAa_n6XwAg&tbm=isch&iact=rc
&uact=3&dur=2077&page=3&start=34&ndsp=16&ved=0ahUKEwi4-
8WwoO7MAhVHKcAKHb9PCS4QMwh-KC8wLw&bih=643&biw=1024" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

86.242.71.192 - - [22/May/2016:11:58:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 26455 "http://images.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fenlightenment1998.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fafroasiaticmap.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A
%2F%2Fenlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fhumandispersal.html&h=391&w=501&tbnid=TjzCiv946FOanM
%3A&docid=JECCdgAqLVSKSM&itg=1&hl=fr&ei=ePJBV7jfJ8fSgAa_n6XwAg&tbm=isch&iact=rc
&uact=3&dur=2077&page=3&start=34&ndsp=16&ved=0ahUKEwi4-
8WwoO7MAhVHKcAKHb9PCS4QMwh-KC8wLw&bih=643&biw=1024" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is what the search looks like:

Could this volunteer be a Partisan? False testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism.

11:57 AM, it’s Chevalier du Temple.

24.164.155.126 - - [22/May/2016:12:57:00 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "http://www.partisansmarine.com/t25684-presentation" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

He was last here on 11 May. He would come again on 26 May. Is Chevalier here to make a false report 
to the Secret Service about the suspect’s obsession with, and harassment of, Marine?
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1:11 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
retail.telecomitalia.it, Gavardo, Italy,

82.54.94.47 - - [22/May/2016:14:11:20 -0600] "GET /1/guth_2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 14461 
"https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/50.0.2661.102 Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The last time they have looked up this image is 15 May – shortly after the “revival” of the ICJ trial – 
and, before that, 2 May. A new story about how the suspect has copied this image from books and so on
in violation of intellectual property laws. 

2:47 PM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer of the day to the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California,

172.249.164.22 - - [22/May/2016:15:47:45 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:43.0)
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/43.0"

This is page 1. This volunteer is quite nearby! 2:53 PM, this Los Angeles volunteer looks up page 2.

172.249.164.22 - - [22/May/2016:15:53:49 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women/page2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
rv:43.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/43.0"

Probably a false testimony about how the suspect is spilling out his delusion about his women victims’ 
going after him in online forums in order to harass them. 

3:31 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
shawcable.net, Cochrane, Alberta,

68.147.218.126 - - [22/May/2016:16:31:20 -0600] "GET /vol5-9-/4-30-10/4_30_10_etc/slp.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 462039 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.78.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.6 Safari/537.78.2"

This is a worthless PDF printout of an online magazine’s article. The women have never focused on 
this document before. Now they have seized upon it as the definitive evidence for the suspect’s 
perpetual violation of other people’s intellectual property rights. 

3:49 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cab.prima.com.ar, Bahia Blanca, Argentina,
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181.229.202.6 - - [22/May/2016:16:49:56 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"https://www.google.com.ar/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The last times they have looked up this image are 17, 12, 11, and 8 May. False testimony about the 
suspect’s plagiarism. 

4:41 PM, the Secret Society women send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: triangle.ie, 
Dublin, Ireland,

217.114.169.252 - - [22/May/2016:17:41:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33836 
"https://www.google.ie/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/50.0.2661.95 Mobile/13E233 Safari/601.1.46"

The last time they have looked up this image is 13 May. Then, 6 and 3 May. Revising their story about 
the suspect’s theft of this drawing from his family members.

5:31 PM, the Secret Society women send the seventh volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Fremont, California,

50.185.228.244 - - [22/May/2016:18:31:24 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_3_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1"

The last time they have looked up this image is 16 May. Revising their story about the suspect’s theft of
this drawing from Robin. 

6:16 PM, the Secret Society women send the eighth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
hsd1.fl.comcast.net, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,

73.0.10.253 - - [22/May/2016:19:16:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 18 and 17 May.

7:52 PM, the Secret Society women send the ninth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: pldt.net, 
Taculing, Philippines,

49.151.43.7 - - [22/May/2016:20:53:09 -0600] "GET /howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_usb 
HTTP/1.1" 200 80168 "https://www.google.com.ph/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 
49.151.43.7 - - [22/May/2016:20:53:11 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
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"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/howihave73bg4-/forum_posts/eee_usb" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This, you recall, is the log file accompanying any printout by Primo PDF. Completely worthless. False 
testimony about the suspect’s computer-hacking activity? 

2:11 AM, China Unicom Liaoning, Dalian, Liaoning,

175.166.192.46 - - [23/May/2016:03:11:10 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_4) AppleWebKit/601.5.17 (KHTML, like Gecko)" 
175.166.192.46 - - [23/May/2016:03:11:11 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.5.17.1 CFNetwork/760.4.2 Darwin/15.4.0 (x86_64)" 
175.166.192.46 - - [23/May/2016:03:11:11 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"-" "Safari/11601.5.17.1 CFNetwork/760.4.2 Darwin/15.4.0 (x86_64)" 
175.166.192.46 - - [23/May/2016:03:11:12 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11601.5.17.1 CFNetwork/760.4.2 Darwin/15.4.0 (x86_64)" 
175.166.192.46 - - [23/May/2016:03:11:12 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"-" "Safari/11601.5.17.1 CFNetwork/760.4.2 Darwin/15.4.0 (x86_64)"

This appears to be the Long Keng volunteer (2) using a different proxy. The last time he was here is 16 
May. It appears that he has merely called up the webpage from his browser’s cache. He is obviously 
here to make another false report to the Secret Service to convince them that the suspect has indeed 
plagiarized his Thermodynamic Interpretation of History. 

23 May (Monday; 8:0:0)

First, let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up almost 7 AM. The security guard. He changes his spot: by
Denny’s. Then, he gets up 8:30 AM. He is going to Chrysalis. Erin. About people’s not listening. He is 
very excited by the conversation. The public library. Log. Storage. Starbucks. He revises “Poisonous 
Friends”. MST in the restroom. Back to storage. Discs. Then, Chrysalis. 30 minutes late. 5 PM, he is 
going to the public library again. Habermas. Almost 8 PM, he is on the bus coming back to Westwood. 
Starbucks. The weird fat white guy is there. He reviews Ramanujan’s story. 

Now let’s consider the Secret Society women’s operations. 8:47 AM, they send the first volunteer to the
suspect’s new domain: cable.virginm.net, Hendon, UK,

82.13.92.3 - - [23/May/2016:09:47:52 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 21, 20 (2), and 17 May. 

1:46 PM, after a 5 hour break, the Secret Society women’s second volunteer is checking out the 
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messages which the suspect has left behind on other people’s Facebook pages: slupsk.vectranet.pl, 
Slupsk, Poland,

66.220.146.30 - - [23/May/2016:14:46:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 206 4421 "-" 
"facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 
78.88.212.246 - - [23/May/2016:14:46:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"https://www.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

He seems to be coming from Kristin’s Facebook page.

Then, 1:48 AM, he goes to arche.html (Robin) from Gallery:

78.88.212.246 - - [23/May/2016:14:48:17 -0600] "GET /gallery/arche.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1835 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

Again, how the suspect is easily obsessed with famous women and tries to impress them with links to 
artworks he has stolen from other people.

Then, almost 4 hours later, 5:32 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s
new domain: Google Proxy,
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66.249.88.62 - - [23/May/2016:18:32:55 -0600] "GET /1/guth_2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 14461 
"https://www.google.com.pr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SM-T310 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image yesterday. 

8 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Google proxy, 
Asia,

66.249.82.226 - - [23/May/2016:21:00:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4787 
"https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; HUAWEI Y600-U151 
Build/HUAWEIY600-U151) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 
Mobile Safari/537.36" 
66.249.82.226 - - [23/May/2016:21:00:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
114210 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 
4.2.2; HUAWEI Y600-U151 Build/HUAWEIY600-U151) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The last time they have reported on the suspect’s plagiarism of his theory on linear perspective is 14 
May. 

10:08 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
host.udel.edu, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware,

128.4.141.217 - - [23/May/2016:23:08:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_4) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image yesterday.

12:11 AM, the Secret Society women send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: London 
Grid for Learning Trust,

5.150.98.254 - - [24/May/2016:01:11:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/meson.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 19168 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on the early morning of 21 May. 

1:26 AM, the Secret Society women send the seventh volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
ALBtelecom, Tirana, Albania,
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79.106.109.158 - - [24/May/2016:02:26:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 55948 "https://www.google.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

Recall that the Ottawa volunteer looked up this chapter on 17 May. Revising their story about the 
suspect’s plagiarism? 

1:31 AM, the Secret Society women send the eighth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
wanadoo.fr, Meylan, France; near Grenoble,

193.252.12.15 - - [24/May/2016:02:31:28 -0600] "GET /farright_sum/farright_sum2.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 119081 "http://www.google.fr/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=53&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi2g8iMpvLMAhWC
ORoKHfh8DSA4MhAWCC4wAg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Ffarright_sum
%2Ffarright_sum2.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFv8pblCOiAwa3PHgvpaU3XQLH5uQ&bvm=bv.122676328,d.
d2s" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; MASBJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

This is the “American response” – the volunteer is evidently a Partisan. Recall that, on 12 May, the 
Berlin Plagiarizer was reporting on this document on behalf of the Partisans. The Partisans are probably
just revising their story about the suspect’s growing obsession with, and hatred for, Marine’s family. Or 
about the suspect’s bizarre delusions about them.

24 May (Tuesday; break from 12 to 7:30 PM and from 9:30 PM to 4 AM; 6:0:0)

First, let’s consider the suspect. Not long after settling down by the apartment complex, he is expelled 
by the security guard because of some incident nearby. He sleeps the whole time by Denny’s. He wakes
up past 10:30 AM. Peet’s. The Wi-Fi there doesn’t work. Starbucks. He couldn’t register for TestDaf: 
his debit card is rejected. In-and-Out, and then the bank. Then, back to Starbucks. This time, 
registration is successful. 3 PM or so, the weird fat white guy shows up in Starbucks. 3:20 PM, he 
leaves. On bus 2. Bru-Coffee. The Homeland Security informant “Gonzales” is there. He works until 7 
PM. Then, he is going to the Forum. He rides past Parkman. He gets off near Stories and has to walk a 
long distance. At the Forum. He eats and leaves around 9:15 PM. He comes back to Starbucks, 
Westwood. He looks up Prof. Jaeggi’s bibliography. He goes to sleep by the apartment complex past 1 
AM. 

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operation. 5:33 AM, they send the first volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: Opera Mini Europe,

82.145.221.206 - - [24/May/2016:06:33:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/metaphysics.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18054 "http://www.google.com.ng/search?q=the+metaphysical+import+of+hegel
%27s+notion+of+being&client=ms-opera-mini-
android&channel=new&prmd=ivns&ei=kShEV7zwA8WTaf_BlogO&start=10&sa=N" "Opera/9.80 
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(Android; Opera Mini/9.0.1829/37.8380; U; en) Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16"

They haven’t looked up this chapter since a long time ago. Perhaps they have here obtained Dr G’s 
cooperation in submitting a false testimony saying the suspect has plagiarized him? (There are large 
blocs of quotes in this chapter from Dr G’s “Advanced Philosophical Orientation”, and Dr G is the only
person around who likes to use the word “import”.)

6:12 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
Cybersmart, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa,

105.233.94.130 - - [24/May/2016:07:12:55 -0600] "GET /timelinepartIV-1-/timelinepartIV-1l.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "http://www.google.co.za/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&ved=0ahUKEwjDjN6Q5PLMAhViFMAKHUidBzAQF
ggxMAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2FtimelinepartIV-1-
%2FtimelinepartIV-1l.pdf&usg=AFQjCNE3SvwjiBsI4kHUafgEpXXhx0-zEQ" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

The document is however no longer there. (The suspect has changed the URL.) Perhaps the Secret 
Society women have wanted to submit a false report about the suspect’s bizarre delusion about their 
going after him. Or about how he keeps on making anti-American slogans just as he did in his graffiti 
more than a year ago. Now could they still do that when they didn’t find the document?
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11:51 AM, or more than 5 hours later, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: kabel-deutschland.de, Hanover, Germany,

95.90.187.23 - - [24/May/2016:12:51:05 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 
"http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fbiopower2.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&h=289&w=377&tbnid=-WwZ6v_-qUK3OM
%3A&docid=RrgZpYltwqwV3M&ei=cqJEV-
rrIamd6ASd1ZDoDA&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=254&page=2&start=27&ndsp=28&ved=0ahU
KEwjq7IG-sPPMAhWpDpoKHZ0qBM0QMwiAASgwMDA&bih=718&biw=1536" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 
Safari/537.36" 

95.90.187.23 - - [24/May/2016:12:51:05 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38317 
"http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fbiopower2.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&h=289&w=377&tbnid=-WwZ6v_-qUK3OM
%3A&docid=RrgZpYltwqwV3M&ei=cqJEV-
rrIamd6ASd1ZDoDA&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=254&page=2&start=27&ndsp=28&ved=0ahU
KEwjq7IG-sPPMAhWpDpoKHZ0qBM0QMwiAASgwMDA&bih=718&biw=1536" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 
Safari/537.36" 
….
95.90.187.23 - - [24/May/2016:12:51:10 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 206 304 
"http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fbiopower2.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&h=289&w=377&tbnid=-WwZ6v_-qUK3OM
%3A&docid=RrgZpYltwqwV3M&ei=cqJEV-
rrIamd6ASd1ZDoDA&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=254&page=2&start=27&ndsp=28&ved=0ahU
KEwjq7IG-sPPMAhWpDpoKHZ0qBM0QMwiAASgwMDA&bih=718&biw=1536" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 
Safari/537.36" 

False testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism, presumably.

The Secret Society women then take a seven and a half hour break. 7:36 PM, they send the fourth 
volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: cm.vtr.net, Rancagua, Chile.

200.83.155.213 - - [24/May/2016:20:36:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.cl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image less than 24 hours ago. 
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9:22 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: dsl.bell.ca, 
Scarborough, Canada. Note the Scarborough volunteer from 30 April (BH).
 
74.14.23.57 - - [24/May/2016:22:22:18 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_1) AppleWebKit/601.2.7 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.1 Safari/601.2.7"

They have last looked up this image yesterday morning. They will then take another break lasting 
almost seven hours.

1:03 AM, the log is archived.

4:13 AM, the Secret Society women resume operation and send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new
domain: pools.spcsdns.net, Los Angeles,

66.87.67.168 - - [25/May/2016:05:13:13 -0600] "GET /newblog/blognew111815.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
41991110 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_0_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13A404 Safari/601.1"

This is evidently a false report about how the suspect is suffering from paranoid delusions believing his
women victims are going after him. Perhaps to compensate the failed report from 6 AM this morning.

25 May (Wednesday; break from 4:30 AM to 1:30 PM; 3:0:4)

First, let’s examine the suspect. Early in the morning, he is awakened by the security guard. He changes
to his spot by Denny’s. He then wakes up 11:30 AM. Severe headache. Starbucks. Log. He posts a new 
message on Bluehost forum (see below) – and then on SDW’s blog! Then, he is on bus 6 going to 
Edelman. Lunch at the Thai restaurant, 2 PM. 2:45 PM, Edelman. He meets with both Armine and Dr 
Burns. He leaves on 4:15 PM or so. Bus 6, and then bus 720. He stops by Starbucks, Vermont/ 
Wilshire. Log. He finishes his commentary “Ich-Du” and then uploads the completed version of 
“Poisonous Friends, II”. Then, he comes to Draw Anything LA Meetup (SLUR). He is there until 10:40
PM. He comes back to Westwood, past 12 AM.

Today the Secret Society women will not come to the suspect’s website until after 1:30 PM. A break 
lasting more than 9 hours! As noted, 12:59 PM, the suspect has posted on Bluehost forum.
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Then, 1:18 PM, as noted, he also posts a comment under SDW’s latest blog post (LINK). The message,
accusing SDW of gang-stalking, would surely anger her tremendously.

1:34 PM, the Secret Society women finally resume operation and send in the first volunteer of the day 
to check on the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: hsd1.ma.comcast.net, Hudson, Massachusetts,

24.62.225.191 - - [25/May/2016:14:34:21 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women&p=225294" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is page two. He is the first person to see the suspect’s new message. Merely 30 minutes after the 
suspect has posted it!

3:04 PM, a second volunteer has come to check on the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: 
ams.hpecore.net, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,

15.211.201.89 - - [25/May/2016:16:04:38 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"
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This is page 1. Evidently, false testimony about the suspect’s severe delusion about his women victims’ 
going after him. This has been the Secret Society women’s agenda since yesterday. They thus must be 
emphasizing to the Secret Service: “The Homeland Security warning is correct! See, he keeps on 
coming up more delusions about our going after him.”

4:21 PM, a third volunteer has come to check on the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: Spectrum 
Communications, Moses Lake, Washington,

74.116.182.10 - - [25/May/2016:17:21:10 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women&p=225294" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac
OS X 10_6_8; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.21.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.5 Safari/533.21.1"

This is page 2. The same false testimony, presumably.

8:53 PM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
allendale.mi.us.clients.pavlovmedia.com, Allendale, Michigan,

216.171.56.34 - - [25/May/2016:21:53:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) 
AppleWebKit/601.6.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.1 Safari/601.6.17"

They have just looked up this image last night. 

9:06 PM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
phlapa.fios.verizon.net, Glenside, Pennsylvania, 

71.175.102.216 - - [25/May/2016:22:06:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The second time today.

10:45 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cpe.pppoe.ca, Toronto, Toronto,

65.110.215.93 - - [25/May/2016:23:45:07 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.ca" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
46.0"

They have last looked up this image on 22 May. Is Robin in the discussion right now?

1:10 AM, the log is archived.
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1:11 AM, a fourth volunteer has come to check on the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: 
1.186.48.58, dvois.com, Mangalore, India,

1.186.48.58 - - [26/May/2016:02:11:32 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36"

This is page 1. The same false testimony, presumably.

26 May (Thursday; 4:0:5)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up 8 AM or so because of the security guard. He changes his 
spot to Denny’s. Then, before 9 AM, he gets up. Starbucks. The log. Then he’s on bus 20 going to 
downtown. He falls asleep and rides past his stop on Vermont and Wilshire. At downtown. Lunch at 
Kentucky Fried Chickens. Then, Starbucks. 2 PM, Chrysalis. With Tanisha. He receives his mails and 
asks Tanisha to write an email to Detective Glorioso. He has forgotten to record his interaction with 
Tanisha. He leaves on 2:30 PM. Laundromat. Past 4 PM, he is done. 4:45 PM, the Last Bookstore. 
Chrysalis, past 5 PM. Group. He leaves on 6:40 PM. He is now going to Stammtisch. There are only 
Eva, another guy, and a new girl, Caro von Holdt. The suspect comes back to Starbucks, Westwood, 
11:30 PM. He looks up more information on Ayn Rand. Past 1AM, he goes to sleep. (The apartment 
complex.)

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operations. 6:34 AM, they send the first volunteer to 
check on the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: fibreop.nl.bellaliant.net, Grand Falls-Windsor, 
Canada,

142.162.4.215 - - [26/May/2016:07:34:21 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136647 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is page 1. Presumably the same false testimony. Today is the third day!

7:14 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to check on the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: muehle.mat.univie.ac.at, University of Vienna. This seems to be the department of 
mathematics.

131.130.17.106 - - [26/May/2016:08:14:23 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women&p=225294" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux 
x86_64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"
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This is page 2. Is there any particular reason why a student of mathematics is needed to make the said 
false testimony?

9 AM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: AYA Internet 
Service Provider, Damascus, Syria,

90.153.187.230 - - [26/May/2016:10:00:57 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 553820 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.112 Safari/537.36"

Is this volunteer really located in Syria? Or is he using a proxy? He is presumably here to reinforce the 
Secret Society women’s current agenda (“He suffers from dangerous delusion about us”) by reporting 
that the suspect is also expressing the most bizarre delusions about other famous people (i.e. Boss 
Cheney) on his other writings. (Did the Boss’ family agree to make another complaint to help the 
Secret Society women? Even knowing that it’s the Russians who need it this time?)

10:08 AM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost 
forum: bois.qwest.net, Meridian, Idaho,

174.27.107.88 - - [26/May/2016:11:08:27 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is page one. To continue their current agenda. 

11:44 AM, Chevalier du Temple comes to look at the suspect’s earlier presentation at the Partisans’ 
forum:

24.164.155.126 - - [26/May/2016:12:44:00 -0600] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "http://www.partisansmarine.com/t25684-presentation" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

It could be that he’s helping the Secret Society women advance their current argument (“His delusions 
about us”) by falsely reporting that the suspect has also expressed bizarre delusions about Marine in his
presentation.

1:04 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to look at the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: cable.virginm.net, London, UK,

82.30.103.190 - - [26/May/2016:14:04:07 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
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problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This is presumably the fourth report today about the suspect’s bizarre delusions about his women 
victims on Bluehost forum.

1:54 PM, a strange visit to the suspect’s new domain: Google proxy (Mountain View),

66.249.91.202 - - [26/May/2016:14:54:22 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/28.0.1500.71 Safari/537.36" 

1:55 PM, Google proxy, Florida,

66.249.88.157 - - [26/May/2016:14:55:17 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 7380 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F&ei=sWJHV8DQJNLJkwX3RQ&usg=AFQjCNHtBJp1NXkEdqG2sSownDt344urqQ" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SM-G900V Build/LRX21T) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.105 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.249.88.162 - - [26/May/2016:14:55:18 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 2664 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SM-G900V Build/LRX21T) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.105 Mobile Safari/537.36"

And then, 1:58 PM,

66.249.91.202 - - [26/May/2016:14:58:53 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/28.0.1500.71 Safari/537.36"

These two visits are obviously related. It’s not clear whether this is a real visit. (Note the missing 
components.)

2:08 PM, somebody is accessing older portions of VJ’s Facebook.

69.63.188.212 - - [26/May/2016:15:08:32 -0600] "GET /gallery/lookingglassgirldetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 190231 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 
173.252.90.107 - - [26/May/2016:15:08:38 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 

Perhaps falsely reporting about how the suspect has also expressed bizarre delusion on VJ’s Facebook 
as well.
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3:22 PM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
myvzw.com, New York, New York,

70.214.115.107 - - [26/May/2016:16:22:06 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 26177 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

The last time they have looked up this chapter is 5 May. It could be that the Secret Society women are 
instructing their volunteer to report to the Secret Service saying the suspect is here expressing 
inferiority complex which makes him a danger to the women of his obsession. 

5:46 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
washdc.fios.verizon.net, Bethesda, Maryland,

173.66.184.179 - - [26/May/2016:18:46:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) 
AppleWebKit/601.5.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1 Safari/537.86.5"

They have just looked up this image two times yesterday. 

8:28 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain:  
netvigator.com, Sai Keng, Hong Kong,

116.48.35.13 - - [26/May/2016:21:28:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1"

They have just looked up this image yesterday. 

12:22 AM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost 
forum:

64.233.173.156 - - [27/May/2016:01:22:26 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 304 124 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; YU5510 
Build/LMY49J) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

It is not clear whether this is the same person who was here on 7 May, 2:53 AM (page 2) or whether 
this volunteer is simply using the same proxy. Just another testimony to strengthen the Secret Society 
women’s claim about the suspect’s grave insanity.
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27 May (Friday; break from 10 AM to 5:30 PM; break after 8 PM; 4:0:0)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up past 9 AM. The security guard. Starbucks directly. The 
log. Then, Subway. On the bus going to downtown. Storage. Starbucks. He burns DVD-527. MST in 
the restroom. Storage. He manages his discs. He leaves, almost 6 PM. On Culver City train to going to 
SM. SHOP, dinner. Then, he works in Philz Coffee until 9 PM. Then, Zinque: Frenchies in LA. He 
didn’t order anything. Miguel has shown up too. The suspect is uncomfortable in the social 
environment, and leaves around 11:10 PM or so.  

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operation. 9:31 AM, they send their first volunteer to 
the suspect’s new domain: dhcp.stcd.mn.charter.com, Pequot Lakes, Minnesota,

96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:31:55 -0600] "GET /1/amcivilreligion.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 27317 
"https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:31:55 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/amcivilreligion.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:31:55 -0600] "GET /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 87497 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/amcivilreligion.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; 
x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:31:55 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586" 

One minute later, this volunteer begins copying the text of this chapter onto his Open Office document: 

96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:33:01 -0600] "PROPFIND /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 404 858 
"-" "OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:33:02 -0600] "HEAD /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 213 "-" 
"OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:33:02 -0600] "HEAD /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 213 "-" 
"OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:33:02 -0600] "GET /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 87478 "-" 
"OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:34:05 -0600] "PROPFIND /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 404 877 
"-" "OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:34:05 -0600] "HEAD /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 232 "-" 
"OpenOffice/4.1.1" 
96.37.96.164 - - [27/May/2016:10:34:05 -0600] "GET /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 87497 "-" 
"OpenOffice/4.1.1"
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9:35 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Quantil, 
Pasadena,

8.37.234.234 - - [27/May/2016:10:35:01 -0600] "GET /1/consumerization.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 44217 
"http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=5&rct=j&q=consumerization%20of
%20culture&ved=0ahUKEwiHlM7X1_rMAhUHTI8KHc7WDhoQFggyMAQ&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fconsumerization.htm&usg=AFQjCNFR8EiCBjuBUfrdbL25NgSOcTULSg" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 4.4.2; en-US; Micromax A104 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.7.0.636 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

This volunteer seems to be an associate of the Indian girl who was first seen on 20 November last year, 
and whose associates were then seen numerous times in November, December, January, and May. (The 
last time is 15 May.) This is the “Quantil Group”: a group of Indians, in the US or in India, who always 
use the Quantil proxy to hide themselves. (See Appendix.) In any case this 9:35 AM visit is obviously 
part of the same operation as the 9:31 AM visit. (The second chapter is a sequel of the first.) It appears 
that, after the Secret Society women have spent three days trying to impress upon the Secret Service 
just how dangerously insane the suspect is, they again need to round up their story about his plagiarism 
– since the Secret Service must have again replied: if there is no plagiarism, then there is no stalking or 
terrorism. And so they invent a new story and instruct these two volunteers to repeat it to the Secret 
Service – the Pequot Lakes volunteer is even instructed to forge evidence to confirm that the new story 
is correct (creating a plagiarized version of the suspect’s writing).

The Secret Society women then take an eight-hour break. Perhaps they are waiting for the Secret 
Service’s response. 5:44 PM, they resume operation and send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new
domain: OTE Nets, Athens, Greece,

80.106.207.16 - - [27/May/2016:18:44:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/daodejin222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17773 "https://www.google.gr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 
80.106.207.16 - - [27/May/2016:18:44:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12082 "http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/daodejin222.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 
Safari/537.36" 
80.106.207.16 - - [27/May/2016:18:44:26 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/daodejin222.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have not looked at this chapter since a long time ago. The last time they have looked up 
daodejin.html is 23 April. False testimony to reinforce the new story about the suspect’s plagiarism.

6:02 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
wsd.ny.cable.rcn.com, Woodside, New York,
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209.150.40.119 - - [27/May/2016:19:02:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19768 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They haven’t looked up this chapter since a long time ago either. Another false testimony to confirm 
the new story. 

Around 8 PM, KRN changes the profile picture on her Facebook. This is her first activity since 11 May.
She is again trying to impress upon her audience (especially her French audience among the Partisans) 
that she is some sort of spiritual guru supremely in tune with Nature’s movements – in this case, how 
Nature has signaled to her that she’s destined for greatness in the universe.

8:10 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
nsw.optusnet.com.au, Thornleigh, Australia,

58.111.149.11 - - [27/May/2016:21:10:55 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 630522 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.6.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.1 Safari/601.6.17"

Since this essay is the principal piece of evidence which has definitively disproved Homeland 
Security’s false warning about the suspect, the Secret Society women are probably also inventing a new
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story about it. Not just for the Secret Service: the Russians and their allies are also waiting to intercept 
the new story as evidence into the ICJ to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being. 

The Secret Society women will then take another break lasting 11 hours! Given that KRN seems quite 
excited (enough as to want to change her Facebook profile picture), are the women under the 
impression that they have made progress with their false reporting today? 

1:17 AM, the log is archived.

28 May (Saturday; break from 6 PM to 1 AM; 7:0:0)

The suspect wakes up past 9 AM. There is no security guard today. Starbucks. The log. Then, on bus 1. 
The SM library. He reads a little from Emerson, and then Habermas (Zwischen Naturalismus und 
Religion). Lunch there. On the computer. The suspect checks his new disc and then KRN’s Facebook. 
He leaves, 3:30 PM. On Metro. Storage. He picks up his jeans and puts in DVD-527. Starbucks. MST 
in the restroom. Then, Metro, near Sabor. Dinner, Thai. Sabor. There until 9 PM. He leaves three 
messages for W. No reply. He has been depressed for the whole day today, especially over the Secret 
Society women’s continual slandering of him. He comes back to Starbucks, Westwood. 11 PM, the 
weird fat white guy shows up. He works there until midnight. (TestDaf.)

Note that G7 is taking place in Japan today. G7 threaten further sanctions against Russia. Meanwhile, 
Putin und Patriarch Kirill visit Mount Athos. 

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operation for today. 7:02 AM, after an 11 hour break, 
the Secret Society women resume operation and send their first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
dyn.asp.telstra.net, Kingston, Tasmania, Australia,

101.177.246.232 - - [28/May/2016:08:02:48 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45008 "https://www.google.com.au/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

More false testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism.

8:56 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Eastern 
Mediterranean University,

194.27.73.132 - - [28/May/2016:09:56:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/presocratics222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9843 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D257 Safari/9537.53"

Again, false testimony about the suspect’s plagiarism – made more credible by the volunteer’s status as 
a university student.
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9:26 AM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
lightspeed.hstntx.sbcglobal.net, Houston, Texas,

70.138.185.44 - - [28/May/2016:10:26:19 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/46.0"

They last looked up this image on 26 May. It seems that Robin is trying to help by contributing her own
false report about the suspect’s theft of this drawing from her.

11:55 AM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: rdsnet.ro, 
Bucharest, Romania,

188.25.255.112 - - [28/May/2016:12:55:37 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 478378 "https://www.google.ro/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this essay on 26 May while reporting the suspect for suffering severe 
schizophrenic delusion. Is Boss Cheney’s family helping again?

3:40 PM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
virtua.com.br, Porto Alegre, Brazil,

201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:40:02 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
297908 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko" 

She is sent the link. 19 seconds later, she follows the instruction and searches for the webpage:

201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:40:21 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 891 
"http://www.google.com.br/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjo56-
h6_3MAhUKKB4KHQhpAjYQjxwIAw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fgallery
%2Fxper3.html&bvm=bv.123325700,d.dmo&psig=AFQjCNFGgINu0SMokIUPm_raucwIhF2sKg&us
t=1464561496765667&cad=rjt" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Within 35 seconds, she has come to the gallery:

201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:40:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Then, 15 seconds later, she looks at ceremony.html, then duke.html, then perspective.html, and, from 
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there, newgoddessA.html.

201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:41:12 -0600] "GET /gallery/ceremony.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1131 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0;
rv:11.0) like Gecko" 
...
201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:41:20 -0600] "GET /gallery/duke.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2031 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0;
rv:11.0) like Gecko" 
….
201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:41:32 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
4787 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/gallery.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko" 
….
201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:41:39 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddessA.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
800 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

3:42 PM, she looks at xper.html (the main view) from xper3.html.

201.37.162.225 - - [28/May/2016:16:42:06 -0600] "GET /gallery/xper.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1041 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/gallery/xper3.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

She’s evidently trying to help by brainstorming for ways to report these drawings and paintings as 
stolen from somewhere else.

5:59 PM, the Secret Society women send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
nyc.res.rr.com, Brooklyn, New York,

142.255.90.62 - - [28/May/2016:18:59:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/conche.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 41844 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

This volunteer was here on 16 May, 8:39 AM, looking at the same chapter. It’s evident that he has 
merely called up the chapter from his browser’s cache. Is he brainstorming how to report his chapter as 
plagiarized?

The Secret Society women will then take a 7 hour break. 1:01 AM, they resume operation and send the 
seventh volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: web.vodafone.de, Karlsruhe, Germany,

109.42.2.219 - - [29/May/2016:02:01:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai222.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 5955 "http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=39&rct=j&q=eight%20trigrams
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%20nine%20directions%20yi
%20jing&ved=0ahUKEwjOv4Km5_7MAhVC1RoKHWN4DLk4FBAWCFowEg&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fyixuai222.html&usg=AFQjCNG3_XlWbPikZQYyP1nXyQ3KqhXK
2Q" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SAMSUNG SM-G900FD Build/LRX21T) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

They have not looked up this chapter since a long time ago. Recall that they looked up yixaui455.html 
on the early morning of 12 May. Probably brainstorming. 

1:21 AM, the log is archived.

1:28 AM, the Karlsruhe volunteer comes again,

109.42.2.219 - - [29/May/2016:02:28:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai222.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 5955 "http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=3&rct=j&q=four%20hsiang
%20yijing&ved=0ahUKEwj14ITf7f7MAhWQmhQKHRLXDcQQFggeMAI&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fenlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fyixuai222.html&usg=AFQjCNF_Wy7YaLzrj5gOlv5XbQCcXA0WA
w" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SAMSUNG SM-G900FD Build/LRX21T) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

1:51 AM, the Karlsruhe volunteer does a different search:

109.42.2.219 - - [29/May/2016:02:51:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10222 "http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=6&rct=j&q=four%20hsiang
%20fu%20hsi%20lesser%20yang
%20east&ved=0ahUKEwi_mYXb8_7MAhWIVBQKHeq3C0UQFggoMAU&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fmagicsquare.html&usg=AFQjCNELzPsWz9_z2fXX6geQKvutVjehs
A" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SAMSUNG SM-G900FD Build/LRX21T) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
109.42.2.219 - - [29/May/2016:02:51:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih107.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 34352 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SAMSUNG SM-G900FD Build/LRX21T) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Still brainstorming how to report the suspect for plagiarism here.

In sum, after 3 PM or so, the Secret Society women, frustrated with the Secret Service’s refusal to 
believe that the suspect does plagiarize, begin brainstorming.
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29 May (Sunday; break between 10:30 AM and 3 AM; 4:0:0)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up almost 10 AM, there is no security guard. He gets on the 
bus to go to St. Sophia. He leaves a message with W. St. Sophia. Stephanie (with Christine) spots him 
and greets him, but he ignores her. He leaves quickly. Frustrated, he begins writing a new summary 
today.1 On the bus. He comes directly to Bru-Coffee, 1 PM. He works there until 7 PM. Even MST in 
the restroom (around 6:45 PM). A total of three messages for W. W never calls back. He would not be 
able to reach W this weekend. Skylight, where he discovers the magnificent book on Nagell, The Man 
Who Knew Too Much. (More below.) On bus 2 going back to Westwood, almost 9 PM. In Starbucks, 
9:30 PM. The weird fat white guy is standing in the middle of the coffeehouse. The suspect charges his 
laptop. Dinner, Korean. The weird fat white guy is somehow there, as if waiting for the suspect. 
Starbucks. The suspect sits next to the weird fat white guy. When the suspect does a search on “Ara 
Osterweil” on Facebook, the weird fat white guy immediately leaves. Is the Secret Service avoiding 
intercepting the suspect “cyberstalking” Secret Society women’s volunteer? Very likely, given that the 
ICJ trial may have just been “revived” again on 22 May. The suspect then searches for information on 
LWLB. He works until 1 AM. He then goes to sleep by the apartment complex. 

Now let’s review the Secret Society women’s operation on the suspect’s website. 5:18 AM, the Secret 
Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: manchester.ac.uk, the University 
of Manchester, UK,

130.88.99.219 - - [29/May/2016:06:18:42 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 "https://
www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; SM-J700F Build/LMY48B) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile Safari/537.36"

They last looked up this image on 18 May, and the chapter itself on 24 May.

10:30 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
washdc.fios.verizon.net, Springfield, Virginia,

173.73.8.215 - - [29/May/2016:11:30:53 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 "https://
www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_5) AppleWebKit/601.6.17 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.1 Safari/601.6.17"

Are they still brainstorming? The same image! It is significant that the women will perform no 
activities for the next 17 hours. Brainstorming or conferencing about solutions. 

1:30 AM, the log is archived.

3:14 AM, the Secret Society women resume operation and send in a third volunteer to look up 
something on the suspect’s new domain: 149-13-245-232.c.wicklowbroadband.com, US,

1 This is “Summary-2016”, the first in a series “True Targeted Individual Seeking Justice...”
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149.13.245.232 - - [30/May/2016:04:14:47 -0600] "GET /1/languagechangecycle.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 
2694 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) GSA/15.1.122860578 Mobile/13D15 Safari/600.1.4"

He is simply sent the link. 3 seconds later, he looks up Google’s cache of the chapter:

66.249.81.196 - - [30/May/2016:04:14:50 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76534 "http://
www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.81.199 - - [30/May/2016:04:14:50 -0600] "GET /1/languagechangecycle.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 
2694 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.81.199 - - [30/May/2016:04:14:51 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

Probably still brainstorming how to report the suspect for plagiarism.

4:06 AM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
abo.wanadoo.fr, La Poueze, France.

109.211.149.235 - - [30/May/2016:05:06:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zhuanzi.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20452 "https://www.google.fr" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

This is very likely another Partisan. The Secret Society women haven’t looked up this chapter since a 
long time ago. Either brainstorming or a new false report about the suspect’s plagiarism.

30 May (Monday; W; break from 10 AM to 8:30 PM; 4:0:0)

First, let's examine the suspect. He wakes up almost 10 AM. The security guard. Starbucks. The log. 
Lunch, In-And-Out. Then, on bus 2. He comes to Sabor. No Wi-Fi. He is getting very upset over his 
inability to know the Secret Society women’s actions. On bus 181. Bru-Coffee. The Homeland Security
informant “Gonzales” is there. He sits behind him and works. TestDaf. Past 6 PM, Gonzales leaves. 
6:45 PM, dinner at 711. 7 PM, the suspect is connected with W at last. Here are the details of the 
conversation: (1) About where W went in the weekend. He was afraid – so he claims – that, if he 
picked up the phone after the answering machine had started recording, the suspect would get angry. W
is probably just “acting” per Homeland Security’s instruction: this would be evidence suggesting that 
the suspect is paranoid and antisocial at the same time (somehow he can record his conversation with 
W but wouldn’t allow W to do the same: the same double-standard which the Secret Society women 
practice against him). W is then somehow confused, or pretending to be confused, saying that they have
already spoken on Saturday. (2) The suspect: after they have talked the last time, the Secret Society 
women have resumed operation, they are in close cooperation with the FN, and they have found a new 
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law enforcement authority to complain to, perhaps a European agency. While the suspect is correct 
about the women’s cooperation with the FN’s Partisans, he is wrong about everything else. He then 
asserts that the Secret Society women have found somebody in Syria to visit his website in order to 
frame him for terrorism. (He is referring to the 26 May visit.) But this is probably another incorrect 
inference on his part. W: “They have framed you so many times, you will think they would have 
succeeded by now.” The suspect: “It’s hard for them to succeed because the story they have invented is 
so unbelievable.... Why would I have connections with ISIS?” The suspect doesn’t know that he is 
making wrong inferences and making a fool out of himself. W: “Maybe they have made your website 
into a front to deliver secret codes...” The suspect speculates: “This current ICJ trial is supposed to 
produce the results which the victims from the previous ICJ trial are seeking... But now there is this 
stalemate; how can the Russians get around the CIA’s debunking? But according to my reconstruction, 
Russia should win, Marine should come to power in France, and the secret Society women should be 
justified as ‘victims’. Their made-up stories about me should be justified as ‘true’. All this may have 
something to do with our conversation on 13 May. My expressed desire to see this current ICJ trial 
dismissed on that day might have sealed the ICJ judgment in favor of Russia. To get around the 
problem of infinite loop, the Russians would appeal to the suspect’s ‘original intent’. They could then 
win. Maybe they are just replacing evidences right now. But then I would be condemned to infamy, and
the Secret Society women, after they have stalked me, assaulted me, and plagiarized me, can then be 
recognized and declared as my ‘victims’... The cause for such injustice is that I bear the burden of the 
previous ICJ trial, so that anybody who is my enemy will automatically win...” The suspect doesn’t 
know that his speculation is incorrect: the Russians have hardly won the current ICJ trial; while the trial
has indeed been “revived”, the Russian side is running into an impasse again and has problems with 
“reviving” it again. (But at least the suspect is correct about Russia’s intent to justify the Secret Society 
women.) W then replies with his mumble-jumble. The suspect continues: “At least America will lose 
France, this injustice is not too unbearable when you remind yourself of what America will lose. 
America loves these women, wants to protect them, even though they know only how to digest food 
and complain about nothing and want nothing more in life than be recognized as ‘victims’. The 
problem is that the mechanism which America has used to victimize me also requires America’s enemy 
to victimize me. That’s why the Secret Society women are the ultimate winners in all this.” Again, 
while the suspect is certainly correct about his women victims – that they are only good for digesting 
food – he’s wrong about everything else because he doesn’t know what exactly is at issue in the debate 
about him: whether the CIA should reactivate the previous ICJ trial! (3) The suspect then changes the 
topic and talks about the interesting book he has discovered yesterday, The Man Who Knew too Much, 
an investigative book about Richard Case Nagell, who was an important part of the conspiracy to 
assassinate President Kennedy and supposedly Lee Harvey Oswald’s handler. W: “How do you know 
all this? It sounds like a conspiracy theory.” The suspect continues to describe Nagell’s case, until the 
author characterizes him as a “man without a country”. W: “So maybe you are working for the FBI, the
CIA, and the National Front.” The suspect continues to describe the parallels: “Nagell is like W, he 
never speaks about what he knows directly, but only gives oracles.” W: “But ‘Nagol’ spelled backward 
is ‘Logan’”. The suspect corrects him: “No, it’s N-a-g-e-l-l, which when spelled backward is ‘Llegan’.”
Namely, “arrive” in Spanish. The suspect complains: the current ICJ trial process is boring, it’s just a 
bunch of mentally retarded women, and yet their operations are harder to decipher than the intelligence 
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agencies’ operations during the previous ICJ trial.2 Then about the fact that, when it comes to other 
people who are caught up in a “government thing”, there will always be some journalist who would 
track him down. Only if in the future some journalist will track down Lawrence to ask him about his 
ICJ trial. But that’s never going to happen because Lawrence is like no other... If however a journalist 
comes, Lawrence will simply refer him to W, because W knows about it better than Lawrence does. W 
plays dumb: “I do? What do I know? I only know about Larabee... No journalist will ever come, for 
nobody cares, the only people who care are scared...” The suspect then talks about a sign he has lately 
noticed in the news which seems to point to his ICJ trial, namely, that the Ukrainian intelligence chief 
has openly accused Russia of being behind the Paris attacks. “That’s precisely Homeland Security’s 
accusation... Clearly the control center knew about it before the attacks happened... The computer 
inside the control center must have been automatically carrying out the previous ICJ judgment and 
steered the terrorists to launch their attacks in Paris. And so the Ukrainian intelligence chief, seeing that
Russia was the greatest benefactor of the Paris attacks, accused Russia... 911 attacks have been made 
part of the previous ICJ trial, and since the US has used 911 attacks to benefit itself, the computer has 
orchestrated the Paris attacks to benefit Russia... The Paris attacks are the inverse of 911 attacks... Do 
you understand?” W replies with his mumble-jumble again: “It’s all a bit complicated, the computer 
knows, has forecasted it, nobody else knows about it... It’s one continuous thing, people think it’s two 
separate things; it’s one trial, but people think it’s two trials...” W is of course always under Homeland 
Security’s instruction to garble up the suspect’s coherent speech for, when the Russian side brings the 
intercept of the conversation into the ICJ as evidence, the suspect’s side of the speech will be blotted 
out. W’s mumble-jumble will thus be evidence for the suspect’s mental insanity. Meanwhile, however, 
the suspect himself hasn’t guessed it quite right.3 (4) The suspect complains about W’s mumble-jumble:
“You are carrying out your order to provoke me... I’m not as lucky as W, I don’t know the secrets... W 
knows all the secrets I have ever wanted to know...” W replies: “I take a shower everyday...” The 
suspect then mentions Amanda Knox’s case. All the victim’s family has ever wanted is to know what 
really happened, how their daughter was murdered, but the African guy (Rudy Guede) just wouldn’t 
say anything; he just doesn’t give a shit. “That’s how ‘secret knowledge’ feels like... Everybody else 
just stands by watching Lawrence jump and down and forever reconstruct what has happened and 
doesn’t care the slightest bit, as if Lawrence, just like the Secret Society women, doesn’t have anything 
better to do in his life...” W pretends to protest: “If I know all this stuff, I know it...” The suspect asks: 
“What if you are the family of the girl murdered? Wouldn’t you always want to know how it happened 
and who killed her? And he wouldn’t say it not because he has something to lose, but because he 
doesn’t care...” (5) The suspect then complains about TestDaf. “The test is exceeding my capacity... 
The hearing part... It’s also a memory test... They are testing IQ rather than German.... Very few 
students in the US are going to study in Germany...” (6) The suspect then asks W to provide more 
“oracles”. These “oracles” excite him but W has none this time. The suspect professes his appreciation 
of W’s April 2014 oracle, “Google ‘German Lady’ and ‘San Diego’”. He was able to decipher it four 
months later, and now he wants another oracle like that. (7) The suspect has read part of Emerson. The 

2 Indeed: the basic story line of this second part of our great story, “The Secret Society women and the International 
Court of Justice”, is so simple and the same from beginning to end: a bunch of stupid women trying to prove to law 
enforcement that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect which they possess in their hands is correct. And yet
the details of this process are so difficult to reconstruct.

3 In the original version, the wrong interpretation at this point: “It’s probably indeed the case that the control center or 
Sarkozy has let Paris attacks happen, but only in order to replace evidences.”
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poem, his mystical experience of nature, “Not-Me”, and so on. But he has seen no mention about the 
degradation of language. That’s the conversation for today. 

A brief comment is in order. The Russians are probably using the suspect’s incorrect speculation about 
the course of the ICJ trial (the previous and the current) as further evidence for his mental insanity. And
certainly W’s mumble-jumble to frame the suspect for paranoia, Antisocial Personality Disorder, and 
mental confusion would also enter the ICJ as evidence to immediately save the Russians: after the 
Secret Service’s latest refusal to believe in the suspect’s plagiarism, today there is evidence to enable 
the Russians to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial again.4 

After the conversation, the suspect goes to Skylight. 8:40 PM or so, on bus 2 going back to Westwood. 
Past 9 AM, Starbucks, Westwood. He works there until almost midnight. 

Now let’s examine the Secret Society women’s operation. 4:26 AM, they send the first volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: btcentralplus.com, Southampton, UK,

109.148.177.126 - - [30/May/2016:05:26:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/peniswomen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
297908 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.4; D2203 Build/18.5.C.0.19) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.91 Mobile Safari/537.36"

You recall that they last looked up this image on 28 May while brainstorming. 

9:54 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
knwc.wa.charter.com, Central Point, Oregon,

71.92.126.155 - - [30/May/2016:10:54:13 -0600] "GET /gallery/archefull.html HTTP/1.1" 200 642 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0ahUKEwi_34DVoYLNAhUIeCYKHTGnDpkQFg
grMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Fgallery
%2Farchefull.html&usg=AFQjCNGj5YwzwGpwCVbef8Me8nPf0uR2KA&sig2=KfUCh2BJ2qh-
GpIs1S3feg&bvm=bv.123325700,d.eWE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) 
AppleWebKit/600.5.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.2.5 Safari/537.85.14"

This is the mini-view of the painting. Is Robin again trying to help? (This might be Robin’s friend.)

The Secret Society women will then take a break lasting 11 hours! Probably just getting ready to 
analyze the suspect’s conversation with W – the Russians’ only chance.

8 PM, the suspect has finished talking to W.

8:54 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: yehey.com, 

4 Take notice of course of the suspect’s desire – perennial – to know what exactly is going on. No comment for now, but 
more on this later on.
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Makati, Philippines,

124.6.139.18 - - [30/May/2016:21:54:51 -0600] "GET /lepen3/lepen3l.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 714704 
"http://www.worldaffairsboard.com/showthread.php?t=65401&page=2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

It seems that, as soon as the Russians have obtained their evidence, they need another testimony as 
evidence to confirm that the suspect is indeed obsessed with Marine and has developed delusions about
her.5

11:40 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
iasi.fiberlink.ro, lasi, Romania,

79.112.44.157 - - [31/May/2016:00:40:57 -0600] "GET /pc_books/pc_books.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
337609 "https://www.google.ro/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

False report about the suspect’s hate speech against womankind and so on. Perhaps the Makati 
volunteer has also reported seeing in the Marine Essay the suspect’s misogynist ideology which has 
previously motivated him to conduct hate crimes against white women.

1:42 AM, the log is archived.

31 May (Tuesday; anger; break from 9:30 to 3:30 AM; 2:0:0)

First let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up past 9 AM. No security guard. Starbucks. The log. Then, 
on bus 1 going to OPCC. He falls asleep on the bus, rides past his stop, and gets off the bus near the old
Novel Cafe. On bus 1 going back. He reaches OPCC on 11:45 AM, but it’s closed. The suspect is quite 
upset. Burger, Promenade. He goes back to OPCC. A long waiting list for the shower. He decides to 
leave. On Metro going to downtown. At the downtown library. The suspect is reading Ortega’s 
“Mission of University”. He wants to copy pages from this lecture, but the copy machine breaks down. 
He lost two dollars. He makes a big fuss about it with the librarian. Very upset. He gets 1 dollar back. 
He continues reading. He leaves the library on 6:30 PM. On Metro and then on the bus going to the 
Forum. Angela has not showed up tonight. He comes back to Starbucks, Westwood, 10:30 PM. He 
couldn’t order the TestDaf booklet on Amazon. (The Internet connection is froze.) Very angry. He goes 
to sleep by the apartment complex. It’s not clear whether the suspect’s anger today is programmed from
the control center under Russian orders. (He will continue to be angry in the next two days.)

Now let’s review the Secret Society women’s operation. After almost 10 hours, they resume operation. 
9:18 AM, they send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: static.gvt.net.br, Recife, Brazil,

5 In the original version, it is noted: “Recall the Makati persons from 14 July, 2014, 3:32 AM and 9:05 AM. (The suspect 
has just reconstructed it days ago.)”
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177.207.242.23 - - [31/May/2016:10:18:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/postfamily.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14857 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have not looked up this image since a long time ago. 

Now, between 9:30 AM and 3:30 AM the next day, there will be no activities on the suspect’s website 
from the Secret Society women. That’s an 18 hour break! What’s going on? Are the Secret Society 
women arguing with the Secret Service – with the recording in their hands of the suspect’s conversation
with W from yesterday? “See, he really is insane. The Homeland Security warning is correct! We are 
his victims and expert witnesses on him!”

1:52 AM, the log is archived.

3:42 AM, the Secret Society women have resumed operation and send the second volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: Google proxy (Europe),

66.249.93.108 - - [01/Jun/2016:04:42:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19768 "https://www.google.com.ng/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; 5022D 
Build/LMY47I) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
66.249.93.116 - - [01/Jun/2016:04:42:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12082 "http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 5.1; 5022D Build/LMY47I) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
66.249.93.108 - - [01/Jun/2016:04:42:45 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 5.1; 5022D Build/LMY47I) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this chapter on 27 May, if you recall. Evidently, the Secret Service must have 
replied: “We don’t see how he has plagiarized! There is no case!”

1 June (Wednesday; UCLA; anger; break until 1 PM, and from 4:30 to 9:30 PM; 4:0:2)

First, let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up around 10 AM. No security guard. There are very few 
people in the village: there is a shooting in UCLA. Starbucks. The log. Then, on bus 20. Past noon, he 
stops by the Korean restaurant for lunch. Then, going to the storage. He stops by Starbucks: MST in the
restroom. Then, storage. He orders his discs. (All done: the first round.) Suddenly, the Trump campaign
calls, telling him about the volunteer opportunities. (This is quite important, as you shall see.) Then, 
Bru-Coffee. A strange junk call: 510-688-9486. Is this a Homeland Security trick? 6:30 PM, just when 
he is ordering Go-Daf sample test, Wi-Fi is cut off. He can’t check his order. He reboots his Ubuntu 
laptop, but there is still no WiFi connection. Severe anger. All this seems to repeat what he is 
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reconstructing today: the anger outburst on 10 February. He leaves, Starbucks. He has finally 
successfully ordered Go-Daf and Fit For TestDaf on Amazon. He then checks out the Draw Anything 
LA Meetup at House of Pies. Then, dinner at 711. Then, Skylight. He browses through Judith Butler’s 
book. Then, 9 PM, on bus 2 going back to Westwood. He is working on TestDaf practices. He goes to 
sleep (by the apartment complex) around 1 AM. 

Now let’s consider the Secret Society women’s operation. There are no activities from them on the 
suspect’s website in the morning. Then, 1:34 PM, they send a first volunteer to the suspect’s new 
domain: cm.vtr.net, Arica, Chile,

200.86.39.178 - - [01/Jun/2016:14:34:15 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 "https://
www.google.cl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image two times on 29 May.

2:31 PM, the Secret Society women send a second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net, Escondido, California,

162.201.149.32 - - [01/Jun/2016:15:31:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) 
AppleWebKit/601.6.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.1 Safari/537.86.6"

The last time they have looked up this image is 26 May.

4:27 PM, the Secret Society women send a first volunteer of the day to the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: syringanetworks.net, Sandy, Utah. South of Salt Lake City. 

209.141.124.81 - - [01/Jun/2016:17:27:48 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 

Although Sandy is only about 12 miles north of Orem, this is presumably unrelated to Bluehost. Three 
minutes later, he looks up page 2:

209.141.124.81 - - [01/Jun/2016:17:30:11 -0600] "GET /2012/91413-61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139918 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women/page2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women then take a break lasting more than 5 hours. 9:46 PM, they send a second 
volunteer to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost forum: woo.bigpond.net.au, Little Mountain, 
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Australia,

124.177.140.98 - - [01/Jun/2016:22:46:12 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They seem to be concocting some new story about the suspect’s delusions about their going after him. 
Probably saying that his delusion about them makes him a danger to them and that, given the university
shooting today, they are terrified so that they should indeed be determined to be his “victims”. 

10:54 PM, the Secret Society women send a third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: MEO, 
Lisbon, Portugal.

46.50.50.145 - - [01/Jun/2016:23:54:20 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"https://www.google.pt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have last looked up this image on 22 May. Again, how the suspect has violated intellectual 
property laws.

1:04 AM, the Secret Society women send a fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
static.trlk.ca.charter.com, Ripon, California; between Modesto and Stockton,

68.189.20.51 - - [02/Jun/2016:02:04:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13E238 Safari/601.1"

They last looked up this image on 28 May. Did Robin just join the discussion?

1:53 AM, the log is archived.

2 June (Thursday; anger; break after 7 PM; 2:0:3)

First let’s consider the suspect. He wakes up past 8 AM (the security guards). He changes to his usual 
spot by Denny’s, but soon gets up. Starbucks. The log. Deutschland Radio Kultur. What is noteworthy 
is that, recalling Trump campaign’s call to him, the suspect looks up the list of volunteer coordinators 
and, around noon, gets hold of “Jagger” who is the volunteer coordinator for the West Hollywood 
region. By 1 PM, he’s connected with the volunteer effort and is slated to participate in canvassing on 
Saturday. (Great news for Russia, as you shall see.) Then, El Pollo Loco. Then on bus 720 going to 
downtown. He has forgotten to go to the police station. At the downtown library. He finishes reading 
Ortega’s “Mission”, and then browses through a biography of Simone Weil. Chrysalis. Dinner. Men’s 
group. He has decided not to go to the meetup. Past 7 PM, on Metro going to Culver City. He comes to 
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Annukka’s home, but she’s not home. Severely distressed. He comes back to the Metro station and 
breaks into tears. On the train going to SM. He comes back to Starbucks, Westwood, 10:30 PM or so. 
The weird fat white guy soon appears. Severe anger all night long. (Again, it’s not clear whether the 
Russians have programed it.)

Now let’s consider the Secret Society women’s operation. 5:12 AM, there is a strange visit: rdsnet.ro, 
Ramnicu, Romania,

86.122.228.97 - - [02/Jun/2016:06:12:34 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"https://www.google.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0"

This is probably not a real visit. (There is no showing of the other components.)

5:49 AM, the Secret Society women send a first volunteer of the day to the suspect’s new thread at 
Bluehost forum: rose.net, City of Thomasville Utilities, Thomasville, Georgia,

64.39.149.242 - - [02/Jun/2016:06:49:07 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0)
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

This is obviously a continuation of the new story the Secret Society women have concocted about the 
suspect’s delusion about their going after him.

10:09 AM, the Secret Society women send a first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
hsd1.pa.comcast.net, Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

174.59.226.35 - - [02/Jun/2016:11:09:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/presocratics222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9881 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=15&ved=0ahUKEwii6anH6onNAhXMGT4KHXnvDuU4C
hAWCDYwBA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fpresocratics222.html&usg=AFQjCNEOhKOZ-
OSA_pvejklkAq7PsGo3xg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like 
Gecko"

They have just looked up this chapter on 28 May. They are probably revising their story about how the 
suspect has plagiarized this chapter.

2:59 PM, Skyriver Communications, Ontario, California,

72.34.75.226 - - [02/Jun/2016:15:59:50 -0600] "GET 
/vol-6-/9_4_10-3/classifieds.worldjournal.com_AdSearch2007_adsearch.pdf HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 
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"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjr5rzJq4rNAhVOOFI
KHTE-CTg4ChAWCBswAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2Fvol-6-
%2F9_4_10-
3%2Fclassifieds.worldjournal.com_AdSearch2007_adsearch.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGJg3dTyViTrBDG2tIl
o3ZYcRWwPg&sig2=gLqIe2ewUIdLLw0g7jHtHw&bvm=bv.123664746,d.aXo" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

It’s not clear whether this visit actually comes from the Secret Society women. 

5:59 PM, the Secret Society women send a second volunteer to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost 
forum: rdns.ubiquity.io, Harbor City, California; near Long Beach.

64.120.98.163 - - [02/Jun/2016:18:59:01 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 7978.74.0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.103 Safari/537.36"

Obviously a continuation of the new story they have concocted about this forum thread.

6:01 PM, the Secret Society women send a third volunteer to the suspect’s new thread at Bluehost 
forum: hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Daly City, California,

67.188.204.41 - - [02/Jun/2016:19:01:25 -0600] "GET /2012/120912-22.png HTTP/1.1" 200 136635 
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?143880-Hi-I-have-been-having-this-annoying-
problem-There-are-a-group-of-mentally-ill-women" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0)
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

A continuation of the new story.

6:44 PM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
cable.rogers.com, Toronto, Ontario,

173.34.253.86 - - [02/Jun/2016:19:44:11 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image yesterday. The women will now refrain from activity for the next 
15 hours or so. Something tremendous is taking place to busy them: the suspect’s involvement with the 
Trump campaign. Clearly, because their story from the last two days about how frightened they are of 
the suspect has achieved no effect with the Secret Service, they feel themselves suddenly saved by the 
news from the Trump campaign that the suspect will volunteer in two days. This is the opportunity to 
save the Homeland Security warning about the suspect – and their status as expert witnesses on him – 
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with the Secret Service.

2:07 AM, the log is archived.

3 June (Friday; break after 7 PM; 3:0:0)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up past 10 AM, Starbucks. The log. Then, 12 PM, he is on 
bus 1 going to OPCC. He is able to get a shower today. Then, on bus 704. He rides past Barrington, and
has to walk a distance to the police station (WLA). Upset. All the detectives are gone. He is merely able
to obtain the information that Detective Glorioso has been transferred to the Pacific Division. He comes
to the WLA library to charge his laptop. He runs into the librarian woman from Forum. On bus 1. 
Wilshire. Bus 720. Laundromat. He does laundry and has decided not to go to the Couch Surfing 
meetup: he needs clean clothes for tomorrow. Almost 9 PM, he comes back to Westwood. TestDaf. He 
works past midnight. At the apartment complex.  

Now let’s consider the Secret Society women’s operation. After 15 hours, 10:03 AM, the Secret Society
women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: adsl.highway.telekom.at, Klagenfurt, 
Austria,

80.123.19.96 - - [03/Jun/2016:11:03:11 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.at" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

This is precisely their last visit yesterday. Simply to reinforce their story about the suspect’s plagiarism.

3:42 PM, yandex.ru.

93.80.110.79 - - [03/Jun/2016:16:42:21 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"http://yandex.ru/clck/jsredir?from=yandex.ru%3Bsearch%3Bweb%3B
%3B&text=&etext=1074.oyUcfZmP9IFaiCqf2Ep1bQbuWiTipxF-
lnWM6eGlhT88SbHguBOiHK0yzf_HnY1f.9e4abe49eaaf7feef3edea3e7bdd2ac00b39f129&uuid=&sta
te=_BLhILn4SxNIvvL0W45KSic66uCIg23qh8iRG98qeIXmeppkgUc0YHRNgn3KsbHJbmUkku86_
mY&data=UlNrNmk5WktYejR0eWJFYk1LdmtxdUh5STUtcnZObkVQUndsNEoxTkNBc01QMDdiS
0JfdmJBVFhIRFo5cllPaU5YWXU0QmhvOWhEWERpNDFiWTBiQ0FpbUNfTE1uclctR2hFRjFQcn
NKcjQ&b64e=2&sign=3ac7dde6f198d28d561474478b5543c2&keyno=0&cst=AiuY0DBWFJ7IXge4
WdYJQa9gkHE_3kbiDYVSbLHP9BS5PuBv1yfVNzGtToVovizfdxAcTngjMW5ZzvZh8x7UFdI-
M48BVsNEz8WUrfb0pMMUZ0p-3FV6WMRER3jsD7XE_QOtkZ9-
iNb_8NKSznSCb2ObSgwjzOZq&ref=orjY4mGPRjk5boDnW0uvlrrd71vZw9kp5uQozpMtKCWQWx
j6qvocPxPgUB4qr79ZBMOQnbK7kzQ2bkLKnif2upE0t_HOEnpPnLiNk8PQzi8seyJzOGtmJNKld_A
XvTeK&l10n=ru&cts=1464991919366&mc=2.02108000608" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; Trident/6.0; MAAU; MAAU)"

Not a real visit: there is no showing of the rest of the components.
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5:36 PM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
ip.windstream.net, Dawsonville, Georgia,

173.186.6.155 - - [03/Jun/2016:18:36:49 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 478378 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEV0qCIlJXwvcAwuFXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEyaHFtbWM0BGN
vbG8DYmYxBHBvcwM2BHZ0aWQDQjE5MTBfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1465029379/RO=10/
RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2fcheneyplanintro%2fcheneyplanintrob.pdf/
RK=0/RS=J8hN81qdrUJ9mvKY02BCH6VH76Y-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

They have just looked up this chapter on 28 May. It could be that, now that the Trump campaign is 
looking at the Homeland Security warning about the suspect – how he keeps obsessing over, and 
developing delusions about, famous people – Boss Cheney’s family has also weighed in – urged on by 
Homeland Security CO chief (under Russian orders).

6:59 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
hsd1.ma.comcast.net, Boston, Massachusetts,

71.234.99.136 - - [03/Jun/2016:19:59:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19768 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

They have just reported on this chapter on 27 May and 1 June, if you recall. Still revising their story 
about the suspect’s plagiarism. 

The Secret Society women will now take a long break for the rest of the night. Plenty of discussion 
with the Trump campaign!

4 June (Saturday; with W; 7:0:0)

3 AM or so, the security guard hustles all the homeless people out of the apartment complex. The 
suspect changes to his spot by Denny’s. He wakes up 7:30 AM or so. Peet’s. The log. Soon, on bus 720 
and then bus 4. He is at Oki-Dog by 9:30 AM. He meets up with John and Jagger and is teamed up with
John (a veteran currently on welfare) to canvass the neighborhood. It’s very exhausting for the suspect 
because of his heavy backpack. But he did his best. Then, he leaves 1:30 PM or so. Sabor. “Der 
Fehlende Part”. He would be connected with W two times this afternoon, on 4:03 and on 7:10 PM. 
Here are the details of the first conversation: (1) W again falsely accuses the suspect of getting angry 
with him because the answering machine is recording the conversation. Again, he is doing so under 
Homeland Security’s instruction: it’s the Russians’ evidence for his paranoid schizophrenia and severe 
Antisocial Personality Disorder. (2) The suspect then talks about how he has canvassed the 
neighborhood today for the Trump campaign. He doesn’t know what is so terrible about Trump, but 
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neither is he sure about what’s so great about him. He is supporting Trump because he is just so sick of 
the liberals. W: “I thought you volunteered because you wanted to ruin him.” This is clearly a question 
which the Secret Service has instructed W to ask the suspect. The suspect denies this saying the Secret 
Service has already eliminated his terrorist status, so that now he can neither help nor damage the 
campaign. This is the single most important evidence of the day – which the CIA will use to suppress 
any Russian attempt to “revive” of the current ICJ trial. The suspect then complains about how the 
liberals never give any arguments about why Trump is so bad. The suspect simply doesn’t see how 
Trump is such a racist and a bigot. W mentions what Trump has said about the Mexicans (“rapists” and 
“criminals”). About the lady who has lectured the suspect during today’s canvassing. Maybe she’s 
correct about Trump. W utters his nonsense: “My problem is that he’s part of the control center...” W is 
probably just supplying the Russians with more evidences of the suspect’s insanity on Homeland 
Security’s order. The suspect: “Now you are bullshitting again... The liberals are hypocrites, they are 
more racist and sexist than the Republicans, it’s just that they are skillful at hiding it....” The suspect 
then denies liking Bush and Cheney. Normally he would have liked Bernie Sanders, but because he is 
running as a Democrat, that image of the Democrats is appended onto him.... The suspect then 
explains: “The Democrats aren’t racist, but their platform is racist... Just like the Secret Society women,
these women are something like feminists, they are racist and sexist, but are skillful at hiding it....” The 
suspect then mentions Clinton’s crime bill from the 1990s which has been widely used by 
progressivists to denounce the Clintons. The suspect then complains to W: “See, you keep pretending 
to be mentally confused...” W tries to figure out the suspect: “So you’re saying Clinton is a closet 
racist, but you like Trump because he is openly racist....” The suspect agrees: “Yes, Trump is not as 
racist as Clinton, and at least he isn’t hiding it...” W: “He’s like you, you are racist....” The suspect 
denies it: “I’m not racist at all...” W bullshits: “You don’t like white people....” The suspect: “That’s not
true... I have been reflecting the whole day why I support Trump at all... Obama belongs to the camp of 
the closet racists, just like the Secret Society women and feminists... black people who are Democrats 
are duped...” (3) The suspect then discusses his plan to come to New York in July. About TestDaf. How 
to prepare for this. The high cost of the test. Very few people in the US are planning to go to Germany 
to study. On 30:00 W hangs up because he needs to eat dinner. He promises to call back later. 

The suspect remains in Sabor. He discovers a Tandem website and signs up for it. Then, 7:10 PM, W 
calls back. Here are the details of the second conversation (from 3:08:00 onward). (1) The suspect’s 
plan for the future remains to teach philosophy in China. China sends the greatest number of students to
Germany. Chinese students make up about 20 percent of all foreign students in Germany. 1 out of every
9 university students in Germany has no German citizenship. (2) What to do about the Secret Society 
women? 23,000 false reports, slanders, bizarre stories to tens of thousands of people around the world; 
KRN stalks him, and then forges evidences to frame him. Is he supposed to forget about all this? And 
he has never done anything. When it comes to SDW, he has never even seen her, he has never 
mentioned her name anywhere on the Internet... Then about Detective Glorioso’s refusal to respond. (3)
The suspect denies saying he couldn’t pass the test. The suspect admits he’s a slow learner. About Dr 
Vandahass. (4) The suspect has begun writing another summary of his ICJ trial; in every summary so 
far, he is correct in the beginning, but then errs when he describes the latter part of the ICJ trial.6 He has
been living under the consequences of the vandalization of the mind-reading computer’s setting for six 

6 It would be the same story with this “Summary-2016”!
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years. And what’s the result of his suffering? Just knowing the result is compensation for him, his 
standard is so low... He’s no longer a fan of the FN, but would simply like to know the result, what he 
has sacrificed for... The Russians are not going to reactivate the ICJ trial just to have a stalemate with 
the CIA… (He has no idea that it’s the CIA who is trying to reactivate it!) The suspect complains: “I 
can never go to a courthouse and point this out... You have never seen anybody who has suffered as 
much injustice...” The suspect then compares himself with Laurie Fong. (4) Trump had a secret 
meeting with Karl Rove two weeks ago. The suspect again speculates wrongly, that the Invisible 
Hand’s compensation is Trump’s coming to power, and that, in accordance with the previous ICJ trial, 
the neocons are lending their most effective instrument to Trump to help him win. His wrong scenario: 
On 13 May, Russia has won, and on 20 May, there was the meeting. But the suspect is smart enough to 
doubt himself: maybe the two events are not connected. Indeed they aren’t! (Russia has not even won 
the trial!) (5) The suspect asks W to provide more oracles to help him realize what injustice he has 
suffered. W: “Okay. Here is one. ‘The old man is pissed.’” What kind of oracle is this? The suspect 
pleads that W refrain from randomly producing bullshit to satisfy him. W denies this is randomly 
concocted. “Does this mean Cheney is pissed?” “Larabee, the assistant chief of control...” The suspect 
then speculates that the “Get Smart” symbolism was NULND’s idea and that NULND simply wanted 
to make British Old Lady’s “plan” – in case it shall happen – into a “terrorist conspiracy” forever 
banned under international laws. The suspect: “Why can’t NULND just tell me what is going on.... 
She’s the most approachable of all neocons.” The suspect then complains about the fact that he is 
always on the lowest rung of the ladder – thus always having the least access to knowledge. He always 
has to spend tremendous effort to gain the “knowledge” which is just common sense for everyone else. 
He’s inferior to W, who has direct access to the secret knowledge he’s seeking. W takes care to remind 
the suspect that things are also going on behind his back at his work – all because of the psychopath 
secretary “Jacqueline”. The suspect: “What if I give you an oracle...?” He then talks about PD and her 
partner going on TV asking for help to solve the mystery of the vandalism at their studio: all they ever 
want is to know why.... And then ANG provided them with “why”: hate crimes and so on. That’s the 
conversation for today.

Let’s comment. As soon as the Trump campaign has called up the Secret Society women as “expert 
witnesses” on the suspect, they of course have also had to call up the Secret Service again. This guy is 
about to volunteer! Now what? While the Russians would quickly use the Trump campaign’s alarm 
over the suspect – we’ll comment later on the Trump campaign’s perennial readiness to help the 
Russians, especially when it comes to endorsing the Homeland Security warning about the suspect – as 
evidence in the ICJ to “revive” the current ICJ trial (and thus to lock up the previous ICJ trial), the CIA 
is ready to use the Secret Service to prove, once again, the Homeland Security warning to be false. 
Now the Secret Service has a dual purpose today. On the one hand, they have explained to the Trump 
campaign manager that the suspect is no danger to Trump – they must have told him, “Let this guy 
volunteer and we can guarantee to you that he would do nothing so bizarre” – and then that these 
women claiming expertise on him and the danger he poses are pure bullshit. (More on this below.) The 
fact that the suspect has done nothing wild today while canvassing, and then his denial that he could 
ever hurt the campaign now – both have confirmed for the campaign manager that the Secret Service is 
correct and that Homeland Security’s warning is false. On the other hand, all this has become evidence 
in the ICJ in favor of the CIA. While the suspect’s denial that he could ever hurt Trump’s campaign is 
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the CIA’s first decisive evidence, the Invisible Hand has probably instructed W to produce the “oracle 
about the old man” in order to gather their second decisive evidence: i.e. as the suspect scrambles to 
figure out what it means and believes it refers to Boss Cheney, the Invisible Hand can analyze his 
thinking process for the judge computer: it’s all reasonable inferences on the basis of what he hears 
from others (if not what he remembers from the previous ICJ trial). Where is the insanity? This, 
evidently to debunk the evidences about the suspect’s insanity which the Russian side brought in on 
Tuesday – or even Boss Cheney’s family’s latest endorsement of the Homeland Security warning about 
the suspect.

The suspect then leaves Sabor on 8 PM. He has Chinese fast food for dinner. Past 9 PM, he is on bus 2 
going back to Westwood. By 11 PM, he has realized:

The Trump campaign is currently pretending that the Secret Society women’s false profile 
of me is correct – just as the FN is doing – in order to obtain an ICJ judgment guaranteeing 
Trump’s victory in the November election. This means that the Russians have indeed won 
the ICJ trial over the CIA around 13 May. The Secret Society women are currently making 
false reports about my website to the security details related to the Trump campaign. 

Again he is wrong about Russia’s winning but correct about the Secret Society women – as you shall 
see. 12:30 AM or so, the suspect goes to sleep near Denny’s.

Now let’s review the Secret Society women’s operation. After almost 15 hours, they have resumed 
operation. 9:55 AM, they send an important witness to the suspect’s new domain: hsd1.wa.comcast.net,
Seattle, Washington.

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:10:55:08 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"
73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:10:55:08 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"
73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:10:55:10 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

This is a direct visit. This special person has obviously obtained the link directly from the Secret 
Society women. Within 42 seconds, he clicks on the first document on the very top. 

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:10:55:52 -0600] "GET /sci/sci.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 480129 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

Then, 16 seconds later, 9:56 AM, he clicks on the second document on the very top. 

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:10:56:08 -0600] "GET /sufferingwoman/sufferingwomand.pdf HTTP/1.1"
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200 417881 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

10 AM, or 4 minutes later, he clicks on “Conclusion” (CNSRD). 

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:11:00:25 -0600] "GET /conclusionrev10-2/conclusionrev10-2-cnsrd.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 751221 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; 
WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

It appears that the Secret Society women are directing this special witness to explain to somebody: “He
is a misogynist and writes all this stuff to insult women – comparing us to chimpanzees – and us – 
calling us ‘Suffering Women’. This is the ‘misogynist ideology’ which has motivated him to carry out 
hate crimes against us. He then writes about this garbage delusion of his saying we are part of some 
government conspiracy to go after him.”

This Seattle volunteer of course merely repeats the words which the Secret Society women have fed to 
him earlier and doesn’t really bother to read any of the writings. 10:01 AM, or one minute and 24 
seconds later, the women direct him to click on “Political Correctness”.

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:11:01:49 -0600] "GET /kulturindustrie9/kulturindustrie9k.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 630522 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

“Here he is engaged in more of his hate speech against women. And, guess what, here he also denies 
that he is insane. He is in denial, and that’s why he’s dangerous to his women victims.” The explanation
apparently goes on for almost 8 minutes – Dr P must be showing off her “expertise” here. Then, 10:08 
AM, the women direct him to click on the suspect’s “Reflections on the Hillary Doctrine”:

73.83.78.11 - - [04/Jun/2016:11:08:24 -0600] "GET /hil_doc/hil_docc.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 64693 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/46.0"

“Here he is at it again, expressing his hate against women and against us.” Now the question: who is 
this special person to whom the Secret Society women have felt it necessary to direct their special 
Seattle witness to explain their predicament? Of course somebody associated with the Trump 
campaign. Most likely the Trump campaign manager. Again – since the suspect has connected up with 
Jagger on 2 June, the Trump campaign is of course notified again about the suspect – receiving both 
Homeland Security’s warning about him and Secret Service’s side of the story that the Homeland 
Security warning is incorrect and that the Secret Society women are a bunch of fraudsters. The Secret 
Service then directs the Trump campaign to contact the women so that they can be made to demonstrate
how they run their fraudulent scheme. The campaign manager does likewise. “Tell us about this guy...” 
Not knowing that this is a trap, the Secret Society women, excited and enthusiastic, direct their Seattle 
associate to repeat to the campaign manager the stories they have earlier fed to him. “We want his 
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website banned. Please ban his website. Let us find a reliable witness to tell you what devilish things he
has put on his website.” Keep merely in mind, again, that behind this reaction on the part of the Trump 
campaign is the Russians’ desire to intercept more evidence into the ICJ to demonstrate that the 
Homeland Security warning is accurate in order to preserve the conviction of Homeland Security CO 
chief and NULND as it is and lock up the previous ICJ trial, and that behind the Secret Service’s action
is the CIA’s desire for just the opposite.

11:38 AM, or an hour and a half later, the Secret Society women send their first volunteer to the 
suspect’s new domain: net.il, Tel Aviv, Israel,

188.120.153.243 - - [04/Jun/2016:12:38:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.co.il/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have been looking at, and reporting on, this image yesterday and the day before. Feeding the 
Trump campaign with the same story about the suspect’s plagiarism with this image. 

3:41 PM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Algiers, 
Algeria,

105.101.208.43 - - [04/Jun/2016:16:41:50 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3527 
"https://www.google.dz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 
105.101.208.43 - - [04/Jun/2016:16:41:50 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 
105.101.208.43 - - [04/Jun/2016:16:41:51 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They are probably instructing the volunteer to check to see if the Trump campaign has already taken 
action and requested the removal of the suspect’s website. No. What a disappointment! In fact, the 
Trump campaign will soon be forced to admit that the Secret Service is correct all along – that the 
suspect is no danger to them and that the Secret Society women’s stories about him have no reality in 
them. But of course they would say nothing to the women. When the women call to ask why, the 
campaign manager would just ask for more information or reply: “Law enforcement has refused to take
action. There is nothing we can do.” 

4:03 PM, the suspect has reached W. 

4:31 PM, he has hanged up with W.

6:34 PM, the Secret Society women send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: tx.res.rr.com,
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Dallas, Texas, 

76.185.121.70 - - [04/Jun/2016:19:34:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_2 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13F69 Safari/601.1"

Perhaps: seeing that the website is not removed, the women direct another volunteer to reinforce their 
earlier story about the suspect’s plagiarism. 

7 PM, the suspect has posted his profile at Tandem.

7:10 PM, W calls back.

7:52 PM, the suspect has finished talking to W.

7:56 PM, the suspect sends a message to “musicalitee” at Tandem. He will never get a reply. He will 
never get a reply from anybody at Tandem.

8:50 PM, “maria2016” sends the suspect a message at Tandem. A spam.

9:05 PM, the Secret Society women send the fourth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
hsd1.va.comcast.net, Alexandria, Virginia,

73.86.237.197 - - [04/Jun/2016:22:05:05 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11541 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 1 June. They are refining their story about the suspect’s 
plagiarism habit for the Trump campaign.

10:35 PM, Jagger has emailed to all the volunteers: tomorrow’s location has been changed to Burbank. 
The suspect replies that he can’t go that far.

10:51 PM, Jagger has replied the suspect: “Will keep you on the list”.

12:18 AM, the Secret Society women send the fifth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
lnse4.cha.bigpond.net.au, West End, Queensland, Australia,

123.211.103.124 - - [05/Jun/2016:01:18:30 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8868 
"https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36"

They have just looked up this image on 1 June. Still refining their story about the suspect’s plagiarism 
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for the Trump campaign.

2:28 AM, the log is archived.

3:35 AM, the Secret Society women send the sixth volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: ctinets.com, 
Ma On Shan Tsuen, Hong Kong,

59.148.147.140 - - [05/Jun/2016:04:35:00 -0600] "GET /1/amcivilreligion.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 27317 
"https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36"

Probably another volunteer supplied by the Chinese MSS. You recall that, on 27 May, they sent a 
volunteer to create a plagiarized version of this chapter. They are just here to refine their story for the 
Trump campaign.

5 June (Sunday; break from 10:30 AM to 9 PM; 3:0:0)

First, let’s examine the suspect. He wakes up 11 AM or so. No church today. Starbucks, the log. Then, 
he is on the bus going to storage. He works on his discs. He is worried because some discs seem 
missing. Past 5 PM, he is on Metro going to Culver City. French In Mind. Omar, another fat woman, 
and the suspect himself. Then, on Metro going to SM. Then, on bus 720 coming back to Westwood. 
Starbucks. The weird fat white guy. Again, TestDaf, reading. He works until 12:30 AM or so. He has 
updated “PC Books” (3). He goes to sleep at the abandoned restaurant. 

Now let’s consider what happens online. 8:44 AM, “mariam4” sends the suspect a message on Tandem.
Just a spam unrelated to the Secret Society women.

9:10 AM, the Secret Society women send the first volunteer to the suspect’s new domain:

71.234.99.136 - - [05/Jun/2016:10:10:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19768 "https://outlook.live.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36" 
71.234.99.136 - - [05/Jun/2016:10:10:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12082 "http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 
Safari/537.36" 
71.234.99.136 - - [05/Jun/2016:10:11:00 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://enlightenment1998.com/scientificenlightenment1/geneaology222.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.102 Safari/537.36"

It’s the same Boston volunteer from 3 June, 6:59 PM, looking at the same chapter. Still refining the 
women’s story.
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10:12 AM, the Secret Society women send the second volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: 
dynamicip.rima-tde.net, Almeria, Spain,

79.158.192.23 - - [05/Jun/2016:11:12:10 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352939 
"https://www.google.es" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:46.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
46.0"

They have just looked up this image on 2 June. Refining their story about the suspect’s theft of this 
drawing from Robin. 

The Secret Society women will then take a break lasting almost 11 hours. 9:24 PM, they resume 
operation and send the third volunteer to the suspect’s new domain: Viettel Corporation, Hanoi, 
Vietnam,

116.108.75.251 - - [05/Jun/2016:22:24:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35034 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) coc_coc_browser/55.2.126 Chrome/49.2.2623.126 Safari/
537.36"

They have just told the Trump campaign about this image yesterday. 

2:40 AM, the log is archived.

APPENDIX
The “Quantil Group”:

Here is the list of all the visits from the “Quantil Group” thus far. The “Quantil Group” seems to be 
composed of all the friends and acquaintances of an Indian girl living in Los Angeles.

(1) 20 November:

6:09 AM, 168.235.200.95, Quantil, confirmed proxy server, Pasadena.

168.235.200.95 - - [20/Nov/2015:07:09:15 -0700] "GET /petition/c0901379jl/sf_c0901379jl_redo.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1360 "http://www.google.co.in/search?ie=ISO-8859-
1&q=www.blaeleed.com&btnG=Search" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.4.2; en-US; Aqua Star II 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.7.5.658 
U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

(2) 24 November:

12:10 AM, 8.37.233.45, Quantil, Pasadena.
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8.37.233.45 - - [24/Nov/2015:01:10:58 -0700] "GET /gallery/perspective2A.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1841 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.4.3; en-US; D5322 Build/19.1.1.C.0.56) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.7.5.658 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

4:08 AM, Packet Exchange, Quantil, Los Angeles,

70.39.185.105 - - [24/Nov/2015:05:08:51 -0700] "GET /gallery/bensonathena.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
146537 "http://images.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/
bensonathena.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/redathena.htm&usg=__U-
B8WKbOkT1PQcuoPZzyKgoOFN4%3D&h=495&w=600&hl=en&start=793&tbnid=vqViCm7UzTt-
QM:&tbnh=111&tbnw=135&ei=H09UVr6rJYG4jAOqhbLgCw&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj-
ttCi_6jJAhUBHGMKHaqCDLw4mAYQrQMIHTAA&ptbm=isch&q=hd+paintings+of+athena" 
"UCWEB/2.0 (MIDP-2.0; U; Adr 4.4.2; en-US; SM-T231) U2/1.0.0 UCBrowser/10.4.2.659 U2/1.0.0 
Mobile"

(3) 4 December:

1:47 AM, Quantil, Pasadena, 

168.235.206.207 - - [04/Dec/2015:02:47:01 -0700] "GET /miscellaneous/openlettertosibel6.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 404 1360 "http://www.google.co.in/search?q=classified+woman-
the+sibel+edmonds+story+pdf&hl=en&ie=UTF-
8&prmd=ivns&ei=rmBhVr6KE5GfugTOvbS4Bg&start=80&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
4.4.2; en-US; InFocus M2_3G Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.1.0.527 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

(4) 11 December:

9:55 PM, 8.37.233.17, classificationofindia.html, Quantil, Indonesia. 

8.37.233.17 - - [11/Dec/2015:22:55:38 -0700] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2885 
"http://www.google.co.in/search? site=webhp&oq=classification+of+Indian+philosophy&aqs=mobile-
gws-lite..&q=classification+of+Indian+philosophy" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.4.4; en-US; 
2014818 Build/KTU84P) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
UCBrowser/10.7.0.636 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

(5) 12 December:

2:46 AM, Quantil, Pasadena, proxy,

168.235.206.86 - - [12/Dec/2015:03:46:13 -0700] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2885 
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"https://www.google.co.in/search?hl=en&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=classification+of+indian+philosophy+" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.4.4; en-US; D2212 Build/18.5.B.0.26) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.5.2.582 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

(6) 22 December:

9:32 AM, 168.235.206.118, Quantil, Pasadena,

168.235.206.118 - - [22/Dec/2015:10:32:08 -0700] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 404 
619 "http://www.google.co.in/search? 
q=Mother+in+law+and+son+in+law+incest+in+tribes&hl=en&ie=UTF-8 
&prmd=ivns&ei=6IV5VsLHI-LimAXEg5mQCw&start=20&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
5.0.2; en-US; Mi 4i Build/LRX22G) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
UCBrowser/10.7.5.658 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

(7) 24 December:

10:50 PM, Quantil, Pasadena, California,

8.37.237.56 - - [24/Dec/2015:23:50:48 -0700] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html 
HTTP/1.1" 404 642 "http://www.google.co.in/m?q=classification+of+indian+philosofical+syltem" 
"UCWEB/2.0 (Java; U; MIDP-2.0; Nokia203/20.37) U2/1.0.0 UCBrowser/8.7.0.218 U2/1.0.0 Mobile"

(8) 27 December:

5:38 AM, Quantil, Pasadena,.

168.235.196.171 - - [27/Dec/2015:06:38:50 -0700] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 404 642 
"http://www.google.co.in/search?q=classifications%20of% 20indian
%20philosophy&clientAction=534.click" "UCWEB/2.0 (Java; U; MIDP-2.0; Nokia203/20.37) 
U2/1.0.0 UCBrowser/8.7.0.218 U2/1.0.0 Mobile"

(9) 6 January:

6 AM, Quantil, confirmed proxy, Dhaka, Bangladesh,

168.235.205.51 - - [06/Jan/2016:07:00:20 -0700] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/82314-
23.png HTTP/1.1" 404 638 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Loliya 
+3gp&view=detailv2&id=104E7AD69A66C68F1533BA44BE0D225DD7D99048&selectedindex=95
&ccid=QltP5bFu&simid=6080242229 "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.1; en-US; Aspire A4 Build/
JOP40D) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.3.0.552 U3/0.8.0 
Mobile Safari/534.30"
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On 22 January, the Indian girl who is at the center of this “Quantil Group” is caught by the suspect in 
Bru-Coffee. She seems to have drawn for the next few months from the Secret Society women's 
operations because of this. Consequently, there is no sign of the “Quantil Group” for the rest of 
January, February, March, and April.

(10) 15 May:

12:39 PM, 8.37.231.91, Quantil, Pasadena,

8.37.231.91 - - [15/May/2016:13:39:23 -0600] "GET /vol2appendix/vol2appendixd.pdf HTTP/1.1" 404
585 "http://dailyjackup.blogspot.com/2011/02/justice-department-fall-guy-when-911.html" 
"UCWEB/2.0 (MIDP-2.0; U; Adr 4.3; en-US; Q10) U2/1.0.0 UCBrowser/10.7.0.733 U2/1.0.0 Mobile"

(11) 27 May:

9:35 AM, 8.37.234.234, Quantil, Pasadena,

8.37.234.234 - - [27/May/2016:10:35:01 -0600] "GET /1/consumerization.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 44217 
"http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=5&rct=j&q=consumerization%20of
%20culture&ved=0ahUKEwiHlM7X1_rMAhUHTI8KHc7WDhoQFggyMAQ&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.enlightenment1998.com
%2F1%2Fconsumerization.htm&usg=AFQjCNFR8EiCBjuBUfrdbL25NgSOcTULSg" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 4.4.2; en-US; Micromax A104 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 UCBrowser/10.7.0.636 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"
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